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Trie 
good 
morning BG News weather Mostly cloudy today with a chance of scattered showers. High in the up- per 60s. Increasing cloud- iness tonight. Low in the mid-40s. 
Friday Bowling Green State University October 29, 1982 
Bank: 
Economic recovery slow 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A confiden- 
tial economic forecast prepared for 
the Federal Reserve Board contains 
the somber prediction that the econ- 
omy will grow very slowly next year 
and unemployment will remain in the 
10 percent range, according to gov- 
ernment sources. 
The internal staff forecast, drafted 
earlier this month for the board of 
governors of the nation's central 
bank, is more pessimistic about the 
course of the economy than are the 
Reagan administration and private 
economists. 
The sources, who asked not to be 
identified, said the Fed forecast pre- 
dicted the economy would expand at 
an annual rate of only two percent 
over the next year, after adjusting for 
inflation. Compared with other post- 
recession periods since World War II, 
that would be less than half the rate of 
growth for a past recovery. 
Reagan administration and private 
outlooks, by contrast, see the econ- 
omy expanding at an annual rate of 
between 3 percent to 4 percent over 
the next year - just enough growth to 
nudge unemployment down slightly 
below the 10 percent mark. The job- 
less rate climbed to a 42-year high of 
10.1 percent in September. 
EVEN THE MORE optimistic ad- 
ministration and private forecasts 
are modest relative to past recov- 
eries, when the economy grew more 
rapidly and unemployment declined 
more swiftly. 
The central bank's anti-inflationary 
policies have been held responsible by 
most economists for the nation's cur- 
rent economic problems. The Federal 
Reserve's restrictions on the growth 
of the money and credit in the econ- 
omy to slow inflation resulted in high 
interest rates and a recession from 
which the country is still struggling to 
recover. 
Of late, administration officials and 
private economists have become 
more optimistic about the prospects 
for a sustained recovery because of 
the recent slide in interest rates, 
which they attribute to an easing of 
credit conditions by the central bank. 
Nevertheless, the Federal Re- 
serve's cautious outlook for next year 
suggests that slow economic growth 
and high unemployment are an un- 
avoidable trade-off for keeping infla- 
tion low and driving interest rates 
down. 
"WE DIDN'T have an optimistic 
forecast," said one senior official at 
the central bank. The official, who did 
not want to be quoted by name, 
added: "It's hard to see a decline in 
unemployment." 
Asked why the bank seemed less 
optimistic about the outlook than the 
administration, the stock market and 
private forecasters, the official said: 
'"Maybe we're a little ahead of every- 
one else." 
However, a congressional econo- 
mist familiar with the bank's forecast 
see FED page 4 
Foresight Thursday's warm weather afforded Gerry Crafner,  246 S. Prospect,  the chance to prepare for 
the inevitable cold days ahead. Crafner   spends time making sure his snowblowei   is in good working condition. 
BG News photo /Roi. Hagler 
Safety comes first 
Nuclear plant offers clean energy 
Editor's Note: This is the last in a 
series of articles dealing with the 
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station in 
Oak Harbor. 
by Nancy Beach 
assistant editor 
People tend to be afraid of concepts 
they do not understand. One of these 
concepts is nuclear power. 
The Davis-Besse Nuclear Power 
Station, located in Oak Harbor, has 
tried to help educate people on the 
Kocess and use of such power. They 
ve had to enforce more regulations 
and withstand more government reg- 
ulation than any other type of power 
plant. 
The plant was first designed in 1968. 
It was built from 1970 to 1977 and 
named after the chairmen of the 
board from Toledo Edison and the 
Cleveland Illuminating Company. 
Since then, it has suffered frequent 
shutdowns and public criticism. 
The public's maior concern is over 
the safety of the plant. 
"There is only one place that has 
nuclear fuel, and that is the con- 
tainment building (where the nuclear 
core is)," Roger Buehrer, news me- 
dia relations supervisor for Toledo 
Edison, said. "No one goes in there 
when the plant is in operation." 
"THE REST of it is like any other 
fossil-fuel plant," John Ergen, public 
relations specialist for Davis-Besse, 
said. 
Nuclear plants use radioactive iso- 
topes to create heat, which changes 
water to steam. The steam runs tur- 
bines, such as those found in any 
electricity-producing plant. 
But due to the controversy over the 
safety of the plant, Toledo Edison and 
the Cleveland Illuminating Company 
have had to put millions of dollars into 
the plant for safety, personnel and 
equipment that fossil-fuel plants do 
not have to worry about. 
In order for an accident that would 
result in serious nuclear contami- 
nation to occur, the water that is 
constantly pumped around the core 
would ha ve to stop long enough for the 
core to heat up and melt the nine-inch 
steel pressure vessel that surrounds 
it. It would also have to go through 
four more inches of steel on the inside 
of the containment building wall, 
through the three-foot thick concrete 
wall itself, and through approxi- 
mately 100 yards of ground to get to 
the water table beneath the surface of 
the earth. 
FOR THIS to happen, the reaction 
would have to go unchecked by em- 
Eloyees in the control room and the 
imperative in the core would have to 
exceed 5,000 degrees Fahrenheit, the 
temperature which the uranium itself 
would melt. It would take at least 
three days for the molten material to 
burn through to the outside, Ergen 
said. 
"Obviously, there is very little 
chance of this happening," Ergen 
said, "But if a meltdown were to 
start, the plant would be shut down 
and the containment building would 
be flooded with borated water, which 
absorbs radioactive particles and 
would cool down the core. The reac- 
tion would stop." 
The 1979 accident that occurred at 
Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania 
was not an accident of this proportion, 
but it created great fear and contro- 
versy among the public. 
Due to mechanical problems at the 
plant, the water level sank in the 
containment room. In order to find 
the problem, officials closed the 
plant. 
Since the core remained hot for 
some time after shutdown, and the 
water level continued to decline, part 
of the core was left uncovered. It 
melted and released radioactive par- 
ticles into the water around the core. 
This occurrence was not discovered 
for several hours, and there was con- 
cern about a re-occurrence. But no 
one was hurt and radioactive 
material never left the containment 
building. 
PERSONNEL AT Davis-Besse, and 
at all other plants, are highly trained. 
see NUCLEAR page 8 
Polygraph test given 
to Chapman residents 
by Mary Jo McVay 
staff reporter 
An undetermined number of stu- 
dents involved in the harassment case 
in Chapman Hall have been asked to 
take polygraph tests, according to 
Dean Gerkens, associate director of 
Campus Safety and Security. 
"We're going to try to get everyone 
involved that nas any knowledge of 
the situation," Gerkens said. 
This includes the victims, suspects 
and all others who may be involved, 
he added. 
The harassment, which involved 
four women on the second floor, in- 
cluded pranks, threatening notes, and 
destruction of property. No incidents 
have occurred since October 11 when 
a 24-hour guard was put on the floor, 
Karen Cecora, a resident on the floor, 
said, adding that the guard has been 
removed. 
STUDENTS ASKED to take the lie 
detector test do not have to agree to it, 
Gerkens said. However, of those 
asked so far, all have cooperated. 
He added that some people have 
already taken the test while some 
others were to make appointments. 
"Certainly, they (the University) 
want to correct a wrong" and this is 
the reason for employing polygraph 
tests, Dr. Lynn Marsh, chairman of 
the legal studies department, said. 
Gerkens claims uiere is "not even 
one iota" of a suspected motive in the 
case and the lie detector test is just 
being used as an "investigative tool." 
"If we had a motive, I think we 
could pull it all together," he said. "It 
would just be a matter of time." 
The only common denominator in 
the case is that the four girls involved 
live across the hall from each other, 
Gerkens said. Also, three of the four 
lived on the same floor in a residence 
hall last year, he added. 
Fitness author speaks 
Exercise is the best means of 
happiness for persons who are dis- 
content with the image they see in 
a full-length mirror, according to 
Dr. Kenneth Cooper, authority on 
aerobics. 
Dr. Kenneth Cooper, author of 
five books on aerobics, said he has 
many recommendations for moti- 
vating people to take better care of 
themselves. 
Cooper was the first speaker of 
the Hollis A. Moore Lecture Series, 
which was established as an honor- 
ary fund to the late president's 
memory. Dr. Moore was the presi- 
dent of the University for 10 years 
until his death in 1981. He was 
totally commited to the total fit- 
ness program, Dr. Terry Parsons, 
director of the Student Recreation 
Center said. 
His lecture titled "Can We Afford 
Not to Excercise" focused on the 
reasons people should excercise 
and ways to obtain total "well- 
ness". 
Even though many physicians do 
not believe in preventive medicine. 
Cooper practices it in the form of 
improved health. He said that the 
increase in health care puts a dif- 
ferent perspective on the role of the 
physician. 
Dr. Kenneth Cooper 
"THERE  ARE  no  profits   in 
! health, the profits are in disease," BG News photo 'Jerry Cattaneo  ^  ^     "However,  it  is  a   lot 
cheaper and more effective to re- 
tain health instead of getting it 
back once it is lost." 
Cooper's preventive medicine 
concept includes the abscence of 
cigarette smoking, controlled 
blood pressure, proper diet, stress 
management and excercise. 
Cigarette smoking has decreased 
in the United States, Cooper said 
but added that the people continu- 
ing to smoke are smoking more 
than ever. He said that in addition 
to lung cancer, smoking has been 
associated with cancer of the lar- 
ynx, esophagus, and voice box. 
If students were to quit smoking, 
they would save a lot of money and, 
"their smell and taste (sense) will 
be the best ever," Cooper said. 
Blood pressure causes all kinds 
of disease, but can be physically 
controlled, Cooper said. Less salt 
in the diet, excercise and weight 
loss are all physical ways to reduce 
high blood pressure, he said. 
"AS A LAST resort today there is 
medication that can be used," Coo- 
per said. 
Thirdly, people must pay more 
attention to their diet. For exam- 
Cle, people are reducing their in- 
ike of saturated fats. Cooper said 
that this reduces the risk of coro- 
nary disease. 
Cooper also said rapid weight 
loss is just as bad as rapid weight 
gain. 
"You take off muscle fats and 
put on fat cells," he said. 
Cooper said he also emphasizes 
stress management. 
"Excercise is natures best medi- 
cine for stress," he said. 
"I'm afraid to say that many 
people still consider vigorous exce- 
rise as going to the bath tub, filling 
the tub with water, pulling the plug 
and watching the current," Cooper 
said. 
Cooper said exercise programs 
should be vigorous. The five best 
aerobic excercise sports are cross 
country skiing, swimming, jog- 
ging, outdoor cycling and walking, 
he said. 
COOPER SAID that an exerciser 
should start out slowly, but never 
excercise less than three times a 
week. 
Dr. Cooper also said an individ- 
ual is never too young or too old to 
excercise. He is 51 years old and 
has run in two Boston Marathons. 
"It is a matter of pride when you, 
at SO, pass a 20 year old," he said. 
"Of course, it is also a matter of 
pride when a 70 year old passes 
you." 
Dr. Cooper is the founder of the 
Cooper Clinic in Dallas. The clinic 
has three areas of specialty, which 
are the preventive medicine exam- 
ination facility, a total fitness de- 
velopment center and a non-profit 
research center. 
in the 
NEWS 
Rent-A-Jet for $100 
NEW YORK (AP) — You can rent a jet 
for as little as 5100. but don 1 
expect to fly anywhere. This jet 
would be one of the New York Jets 
o( the strikebound National Foot- 
ball League. 
The Jets are looking tor odd jobs 
such as appearances and promotions. 
Kelley Lyons, wife of defensive 
tackle Marty Lyons, is acting as jobs 
broker. 
She calls her one-woman company 
"Rent-A-Jet." and says. "You can get 
one for practically anything." 
Center Joe Pellegrini, at the bar- 
gain $ 100 rate, will speak next month 
at Baruch University in New York, she 
said Wednesday. 
Jets quarterback Richard Todd is 
available for $2,500 — but he 
hasn't been booked yet. and Mrs. 
Lyons suspects "he'll do things for 
a thousand." 
Iowa town on own time 
GOWRIE. Iowa (AP) — This town of 
1.100 people might be a little behind 
this week — it's on Gowrie Central 
Standard Time. 
Last Wednesday's weekly Gowrie 
News advised townsfolk to set their 
clocks back one hour on Sunday. 
Oct. 24. The advice was a bit prema- 
ture: Daylight Savings Time doesn't 
end until this Sunday. 
"If they are going to have so 
many different times, we just 
decided to make up one of our 
own." said Gowrie News co-owner 
and editor James Patton. his tongue 
in cheek. "We've worked here for 
40 years, and this is the first mis- 
take we've ever made It's too late to 
print a retraction." 
2 the BO News/October 29. 1982 
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OPINION 
Mediocrity is seen in 
gubernatorial candidates 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This the third in a series of editorials 
announcing political endorsements of the BG News. We will 
deal with the seat of Governor today. Local endorsements 
will be featured next week. 
In a race which features two candidates with considerable 
political experience, neither Richard Celeste nor Clarence 
J. Brown is a clear-cut choice for governor of Ohio. 
Celeste, 44 and Democratic, has a fairly strong lead in the 
polls (15-23 percent, depending on the poll). He is running on 
the platform of holding a "Referendum on Reaganomics," 
and he says he is pushing to get Ohio back to work. 
Brown, 54 and Republican, is battling from behind with 
new proposals to try to swing the undecided vote. He is 
running on a platform of leadership and responsibility. 
Brown, too, realizes the need to get put the state back to 
work. 
Celeste is flaunting as his relevant experience a term as 
lieutenant governor (1974-78) and director of the Peace Corps 
(1979-81). He graduated from Yale University, and attended 
Oxford University as a Rhodes Scholar. 
Brown graduated from Harvard University, was a lieuten- 
ant in the Navy, and an editor of a newspaper in his father's 
chain (he still holds the title of chairman of the board of 
Brown Publishing Company). He won a special election to 
take over his father's seat in the U.S. House of Representa- 
tives in 1965, and he has gone virtually unchallenged since. 
The problem is that both have enough experience to turn 
out a good resume, but neither one has a distinct advantage 
at running a state with as many problems as Ohio. 
Celeste was lieutenant governor for four years, but that 
was before the Ohio Constitution was revised making the 
offices governor and lieutenant governor elected as one 
ticket. Celeste had very little say in the government of James 
Rhodes in those four years, so the value of his term was 
relatively little. 
As director of the Peace Corps, Celeste gained administra- 
tive experience, but none that can be considered relevant to 
governing Ohio. 
When at the University campaigning last winter, Celeste 
said he planned to localize world politics - using the experi- 
ence gained in the Peace Corp. The problem is that Ohio is 
part of a federal democracy, and there is no way he can 
tackle the world from the State House in Columbus, regard- 
less of what he thinks about the Japanese auto industry or the 
German steel industry. 
It all makes nice campaign rhetoric, but we doubt there is 
much practicality in it. 
Celeste is pushing a policy called "Buy Ohio," and if the 
voters buy the policy and Celeste, he declares he will bring 
jobs back to the state with the country's fourth-worst rate of 
unemployment. 
Although he has failed to help many of the other Demo- 
cratic candidates around the state, Celeste continues to have 
their support, so that the state does not have to see four more 
years of James Rhodes conservatism. 
Brown also campaigned last winter at the University, at 
which time he came up with one of the campaign's soggiest 
lines of cliche: "Frankly, I'm bullish on Ohio. I have the faith 
in our people that we will pull ourselves out." 
We gather it is his upbringing (it certainly can't be from 
working in Washington) that makes him trust people so 
much. For example, he says he trusts people will come up 
with the local tax levys to support education, but if they don't, 
he only shrugs and says with a hurt voice, "I guess that says 
something about how much they care." 
Unfortunately, that answer is not good enough, and we're 
afraid he is going to be saying the same thing to himself next 
Wednesday when the votes are counted. 
The fact is there is no clear-cut endorsement we can make, 
due to a certain amount of dissatisfaction for both candi- 
dates. 
If you support education, and social benefits coming from 
the state government, then you should definitely support 
Richard Celeste - without question. 
If you want unshakeable leadership (although, judging 
from his congressional record, possible absentee lead- 
ership), strong leadership, and a governor who has close ties 
with the White House, vote Clarence J. Brown. But be 
prepared to live or die by Reaganomics. 
We support the former, as a lesser of two mediocres. 
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Questioning commentating's quality 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following Is 
a letter written from Dean and Pro- 
fessor Emeritus Joseph Balogh, and 
sent to Dave Dfles, a broadcaster 
from CBS Sports. 
. As a retired professor and a retired 
dean at Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity, I must take exception to your 
ANALYSIS 
by Joseph K. Balogh 
recent telecast of the Bowling Green- 
Miami game. 
At best it was a poor performance 
faught with bias and prejudice. As one 
who has taught the likes of Stan 
Musial, Deacon Dan Towler, Arnie 
Galiffa and many other notables in 
the sport world, 1 am not a novice of 
the art. Having been raised in Do- 
nora, Pennsylvania, I early on ac- 
quired an affinity for sports, 
especially when I taught in the local junior and senior high schools. In fact, 
Danora in frequently referred to as 
the "home of champions". I give you 
this background information to let 
you know that a behavioral scientist 
and dean does know something about 
sports. Also, I have two advanced 
degrees from the University of Pitts- 
burgh. 
YOUR DESCRIPTION of Oxford as 
the "garden spot" of the world is not 
exactly true, although you mentioned 
it at least a dozen times. The campus 
is beautiful but there is nothing else in 
the vicinity with the exception of 
Hueston Woods. By the way, two of 
my sons attend Miami, one graduat- 
ing, the other, after two years thought 
Bowling Green was a better school. 
Incidentally, you hardly mentioned 
Bowling Green State University as a 
educational institution. Yet, accord- 
ing to recent ACT test participates. 
Bowling Green was ranked the second 
choice of students going to college in 
Ohio. (Ohio State was first). 
The description of the game was 
strictly "bush". You are a telecaster. 
Sticking up for their running back 
because of injuries was one-sided. He 
did play the entire game which our 
star running back did not. Yet, hardly 
any mention was made of Jones being 
injured (he ran the ball three times 
during the game). Bowling Green won 
every aspect of the game except the 
final score. No credit was given to our 
defense and the record setting pass- 
ing of our freshman quarterback. In 
fifty-five years of football, I have 
never seen a team lose on such bad 
breaks. I must mention one or two 
other things. 
MIAMI IS ABOUT 175 years old; 
Bowling Green will be 75 in 1985. 
Obviously, Miami has tradition and 
class. We are getting there; witness 
the acquistion of a Phi Beta Kappa 
chapter. Yes, Miami is the cradle of 
coaches but how many "big time 
coaches" has Miami had in the last 
ten years - Bill Mallory at Colorado 
and Crum at North Carolina. Bowling 
Green had two coaches in the Big Ten 
- McClean at Wisconsin and Young at 
Purdue (now AD). The Mid-American 
Conference has Wallace at Ball State 
(now AD); Harbaugh at Western 
Michigan; Blackledge formerly at 
Kent, now line coach for the Pitts- 
burgh Steelers. There are dozens of 
Bowling Green coaches at small col- 
leges throughout the country. Larry 
Smith at Arizona is doing a good job 
(his defeat of Notre Dame recently 
was noteworthy). What about Don 
Nehlen at West Virgina? These are 
just a few names that have surfaced 
in the last ten years. Above all, don't 
forget Doyt Perry who only lost 
eleven games in ten years but also 
turned out dozens of coaches, 
WHILE YOU WERE extolling the 
merits of Miami, and justifiably so, 
why didn't you mention the accom- 
plishments of Bowling Green? I also 
know you had a brother who attended 
Miami and you are a graduate of Ohio 
University. It would not cause great 
surprise if Miami was defeated also 
by Ohio University and Central Michi- 
gan. 
The fact remains that your assign- 
ments by CBS should be changed 
immediately to announcing the 
scores. You are not a telecaster of 
football games. In fact, you violate 
the first law of a good broadcaster; to 
assume the position of neutrality. All I 
can say is that I am very disappointed 
in your performance. As a former 
Erofessor, your grade at best, would 
e a "D'-minus. I trust that based on 
this recent debacle you will be regu- 
lated to doing things that demonstrate 
so other competence that you may 
have. 
I never realized that a letter of this 
kind would have to be written to a 
network announcer. To do otherwise, 
however, would have been a great 
injustice to an outstanding university 
and a valiant and well coached foot- 
ball team. 
P.S. Were you hired by the alumni 
association of Miami University to 
telecast the game? 
Joseph K. Balogh, a Ph.D., is a 
Dean and Professor Emeritus from 
the University, as well as being a 
Bowling Green football fan. 
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LETTERS Women's rights will also guarantee the organizations 
I am writing in response to Anne 
Montgomery's letter in which she 
critizes the efforts of Women's Liber- 
ation Organizations. First, I would 
like to assure her that Women for 
Women (or any other organization) 
will not petition to expefl squirrels 
from school, since squirrels are not 
admitted to the University. 
As to her main concern, namely, 
"What right do these women have to 
speak for the whole female gender?" 
I would suggest she consult the First 
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 
The fact that she wishes "The Women 
for Women groups and the ERA would 
not attempt to speak for the entire 
female race," does not change the 
right set forth in this amendment, 
which she exercised in writing her 
letter. 
Lastly, I would like to point out that 
many feminists, myself included, en- joy, as she does, being treated like 
ladies. However, we do not believe 
being treated like ladies requires us to 
Rut up with rape, low wages, sexual 
arassment, and other discrimina- 
tory actions. 
Danlsa Clapaaddla 
337 Ounbar 
Suggestions for tricks 
offered by reader 
Halloween is just days away and 
you are miles from the garbage cans 
you used to topple and windows you 
used to soap as a kid. Fear not - you 
can still scare the hell out of someone 
without dashing home Sunday night to 
set fire to your neighbor's bushes. 
Your roommate, however likeable, is. 
the easiest target available to you. So 
below are several methods you can 
use to put terror into your room- 
mate's life on Halloween. 
- Tell your roommate you have 
joined Choice. 
- Offer your roommate Tylenol. 
- Hide all your roommate's official 
forms of identification on his or her 
19th birthday. 
- While paging through the BG 
News, declare you've found an article 
saying the major your roommate is in 
will be obsolete by 1987. (Perform this 
method with great caution: it could 
cause your roommate to take the 
Tylenol you offered him or her in a 
suicide attempt.) 
- Give a horrified scream when 
your roommate returns from a hair- 
cut appointment. 
- When examining the course offer- 
ings bulletin for next semester, ask 
your roommate why there are no 
classes listed for his or her major. 
- Before your roommate goes jog- 
ging, exchange the Barry Manflow 
tape in his or her Walkman for one of 
squealing car tires and screeching 
brakes. (This last method is guar- 
anteed to cause your roommate 
enough fright to fill his Nike running 
shoes.) 
The aforementioned ways of scar- 
ing the hell out of your roommate will 
definitely make him or her jump. 
However, you must remember that 
what is fair for the trickster is fair for 
the treatee. Putting rubber vomit in 
your roommate's Halloween bag can 
cause your roommate to drop a hot 
piece of pizza into yours. Keep in 
mind - your roommate may be read- 
ing this article. 
Charllo Cantrdl 
403 High SI. *B 
Driving while drinking 
leaves harsh memories 
Did you know that 22,000 lives are 
lost annually in automotive accidents 
involving alcohol. Not only can alco- 
hol abusers hurt the lives of other 
people, but they can hurt the lives of 
themselves in the process. 
I can recall an incident where three 
freshmen were involved in an auto- 
mobile accident where alcohol was a 
major factor. They had been at a 
party and all three of them drank 
there fair share of alcohol. On the way 
home from the party they were doing 
75 miles per hour when they failed to 
make a sharp curve in the road. The 
car proceeded to roll several times 
and then hit a tree. The driver was 
killed while one passenger was left 
paralyzed from the waste down. The 
other managed to escape with only 
cuts and bruises. 
Despite the fact that the so-called 
lucky person was only partially in- jured, he will never forget what hap- 
pened that night and most likely will 
never recover psychologically. The 
one who will suffer the most is the one 
who was paralyzed from the waste 
down. Not only will he have to face the 
psychological pain but also the pain of 
loosing the use to half his body. 
If you are planning on drinking, do 
yourself a big favor and make ar- 
rangements to get a ride from some- 
one who won't be drinking, or spend 
the night where you are till you are 
sober enough to drive home safely. 
You might say it is too much of a 
hastle to do something such as this, 
but let me tell you one thing, isn't that 
a lot easier than ending up wrapped 
around a tree. 
Tom Jankowski 
220 Kohl Hall 
Complaints over accents 
reflect small-town mentality 
Jodi Mooney's letter in your Octo- 
ber 20 issue expresses a common, 
short-sighted attitude of BG students 
toward instructors who do not speak 
English with an Ohio accent. 
Two years ago, I had the delightful 
experience, in an Asian country, of 
teaching students who had similar 
difficulties in understanding me. I 
will always be grateful that those 
students felt it was as much their 
responsibility to learn as it was my 
responsibility to teach. They did not 
complain at all that I didn't know a 
single word of their first language and 
couldn't speak English - their second 
language - the way they could easily 
understand it. 
Those Asian students were pleased 
to have the chance to learn to under- 
stand me, a representative of a cul- 
ture that interested them. It is sad 
that many American students, unlike 
their counterparts around the world, 
do not appreciate the opportunity that 
a foreign instructor presents to broa- 
den their own communication skills. 
But maybe those American students 
want never to talk to anyone more 
interesting than their high school 
friends, and hope never to travel 
outside the state where they learned 
to speak. 
Ron Stoner 
Physics t Astronomy Dept. 
RE8POND 
The BG News Opinion Page is the 
campus forum for your comments 
regarding something in The News 
or anything of interest to the 
University and community- 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Please include 
your address and phone number for verification. 
Utters to the Editor should not 
be longer than 200 words and guest 
columns should not be longer than 
500 words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. All submissions are sub- ject to condensation. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
106 University Hall 
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Students usually apathetic on voting 
by Becky Bracht 
reporter  
Getting students to register and 
vote has been a challenge facing the 
University's political organizations. 
"Students will register but they 
don't feel their vote means much,'' 
Chuck Saunders, president of Campus 
Democrats, said. 
"This campus can impact heavily 
on local elections," he said, adding 
that 500 votes can make a difference 
in a local race. "We could control the 
races if students would get out and 
vote." 
According to Saunders, the Univer- 
sity can claim about 10 percent of the 
statewide campus total of registered 
voters. 
"We're doing really well," he said, 
and added that since the Board of 
Elections approval for volunteer reg- 
istrars it has been much easier to get 
people to register. 
THIS FALL, Campus Democrats 
registered at least 1,140 students, 
according to Saunders. No informa- 
tion is available on the total number 
of University students who are regis- 
tered. 
A representative from the Wood 
County Board of Elections said 1,617 
people were registered to vote in 
Brecinct 1C, the campus precinct, for 
te 1980 Presidential election. Re- 
cords show that 1,018 of those people 
actually voted. 
Since the last presidential election, 
student registration has increased, 
with 1,753 students registered for the 
1981 election and 1,765 registered for 
the 1982 primary. 
However. 46 students voted in the 
1981 election and only 34 voted in the 
1962 primary, according to the Board 
of Elections records. 
"You always have a decrease (of 
voters) in off-year elections," Saun- 
ders said. "We have to get more 
activism on campus." 
POLITICIANS TEND to put college 
campuses on the back burner because 
of the lack of student voters, he said. 
One registration campaign at the 
University was conducted in conjunc- 
tion with a national organization 
called Frontlash. This campaign, 
Wake Up and Vote, was run by the 
Campus Democrats. 
Frontlash is a group which is trying 
to encourage student Involvement in 
the system through voting, according 
to Jamie Horwitz, state director of the 
organization. 
Voting is your government duty, 
but we're trying to put some pizzazz to 
the issue," Horwitz said, adding the 
Eroup is trying to appeal to students 
y using subjects which attract them. 
"Our primary approach is food, fun 
and entertainment,   he said. 
"WE'VE GOTTEN kind of gim- 
micky, but you have to do something 
these days,' he said. Famous musi- 
cians, such as Michael Stanley, Mc- 
Guffey Lane and Rachel Sweet have 
promoted student registration 
through television commercials for 
the group. 
According to Horwitz, Domino's 
Pizza also sponsored a promotion, 
offering one free pizza every week for 
one year to one person at selected 
Ohio universities who registered dur- 
ing the month of September. 
T
'It's not really the fault of the 
student, it's the fault of the system," 
Horwitz said, referring to the problem 
of voter apathy. 
"People don't get interested until 
10 days before the election," he said, 
adding that if they are not registered 
by then, it is too late to do so. 
"Politicians want to know 30 days 
in advance who's registered," Hor- 
witz said. "Registration laws are an 
arbitrary set of rules that benefit the 
politicians instead of the average 
citizen." 
FRONTLASH BEGAN in 1968 dur- 
ing a period of political controversy, 
he said. However, Ohio's chapter was 
re-established seven months ago after 
being taken away in 1977, Horwitz 
said. 
The organization pulled Ohio's 
money away after an issue which 
would allow people to register on the 
same day as an election failed, he 
said. 
Frontlash is represented in 36 
states and is active in lobbying in 
issues which affect students, Horwitz 
said, adding that Ohio's chapter has 
four full-time staff members. 
"The economy has a big impact on 
students," Horwitz said, adding that 
many students complain about rising 
tuition costs, cuts in loans and a lack 
of jobs. 
see ELECT page 4 
rpREfmL^PROPERTIES CO, 
I 835 HIGH ST. - RENTAL OFFICE 
PHONE 352-9378 9:00-4:30 
Special Rates on Sublease Apts. 
APAR1MENT COMPLEXES      OTHER RENTALS 
Haven HouSe 
Piedmont Apts 
8th 6 High Si. 
Birchwood Place 
i-50 Sixth St 
Maple Grove 
8^8 Seventh Si 
Small Buildings 
between 6th & 7th S's 
Houses 
Efficiencet 
1 Bedroom 
Furnished & 
Unfurnished 
FEATURES 
2 Bedroom Furni hed 
Gas Heat 
Laundry Area in Eai n Bldg 
Tenants Pay Electric Only 
Lots of Closet Sp<j< v 
Ample Parking 
ALL RESIDENTS ARE ORANII It THE PRIVELECE 
OF A MEMHERSHIP TO THE CHERRY WOOD 
HEALTH SPA  HM HIGH ST 
^ 
YOUR CHANCE TO COME TO LONDON 
Junior ,Mt ■ior*r"i Poi<«radu*i« dlalcm*,! Oneyee* MMIM1! 
4«t'M > mnd taiaarth upaor tu(vlia» In lh« ioli.lHi*rx*i.i.orf.rt4 
■f the Lond** fehool of Itooafxlca •»•* -olllkal WMK- 
lh» Hrdt <0"9« "'   H»b|«Ml» "KlulWi 
Atim."iniy t fti-mxr A<l«o..ol Soeiuu Amtucpolugr Bwiinehk Slutfca* 
ICO*«MIIK» ttonomvlfMt ttwiofmi Hi\*my fuiopvan Siudiw* Gwogiuphy 
Go* •« 11 man I liidM»tfiol ItalolW'i IrtlariMjIionol Hi*t(wy tnla>nal*onol 
Ralaitoii. lo** Monnoamet'l Sonx* Op*'o''0*>ol H«ri*o*trt Philosophy 
Ploniuog biudivt Popi>loi>on Vtbdiwt Poliint WaUvt Pol** loool 
A.lminniroiton boool Wfafh V" Miloy, i.*.<ll Psychology SlaltllKol ond 
WolhemolKOl Icejnttt   SyM»m» AlfcjIyM 
ApplHOt — .(*-.» 
MR* i ii   M«uf>t.~<i,Hi ti.w.wci >»a4a—' 
LSE London School of Economics ... .1 F\*l« J Sornca 
TICKET    REFUND 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Prior to BGSU's football ticket 
price reductions in August, a 
total of 321 general admission 
tickets for the November 6 Ball 
State game were sold at $5.00 each. 
The price of these tickets was 
subsequently reduced to $3.50 each. 
Fans holding $5.00 tickets may exchange| 
them for $3.50 tickets, together with a 
$1.50 cash refund per ticket, at the 
Memorial Hall ticket Office no later 
than Friday, Nov. 5, 1982. Exchanges 
can also be made at the west side 
stadium gate (special booth) on 
November 6. 
The Memorial Hall Ticket Office is open 
weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
CUUMON |?25°OFF 
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 32.50 
OFF ANY 16" PIZZA WITH  Two OR 
mORE ITElTlS. 
Free 
Delivery 
i-PJsoriollo's* 
X^YTTjCi ph- 352-5166 
Talll m     ■        203 North main 
| Onr Coupon Per Pizza - Good Thru   11/4/82 
(LiaaaaMaa    CC'JP'"*'''   —^ —- 
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This Election Vote for a Common Pleas Judge Based on Qualifications 
Warren J. Lotz 
The Most Experienced 
The most trial experience. Ten years 
experience as a prosecuting attorney. 
Who IS Qualified to Adminittor Criminal Justice? 
WARREN J. LOTZ IS 
Which Candidate HAS a proven record of 
Citizen Protection C Security? 
WARREN J. LOTZ HAS 
LOTZ HAS prosecuted felony criminol caiei lo the Court and lo the Jury. 
LOTZ HAS prosecuted hundreds of misdemeanor caw. to the Court ond 
to the Jury. 
LOTZ HAS prosecuted hundreds ot felony criminol COM. ot Preliminary 
Hearings. 
LOTZ HAS presented numerous coses before the Grand Jury lor indict- 
ment. 
LOTZ IS the Best Candidate to protect the Citizens off Wood County. 
Elect Warren J. Lotz, Common Pleas Judge 
"<rfj[i«fye   Wee*/ '<<.«>,/# <$a*i &e &u>u<J 0f" 
EXPERIENCED, TOUCH & JUST 
Paid for by LOTZ tor JUDGE Commit!**. Jerry lo*. Treat.. W6 Sand Ridae Rood, lowling Green. Ohio — Poliiicol Advertisement 
PHI DELTA THETA & THE MARKETING CLUB 
PRESENT 
NEEWOLLAH 
SATURDAY:   OCTOBER 30TH 
NORTHEAST COMMONS 7:30 -1:00 AM 
ADMISSION $ 1.00 .50* WITH A COSTUME 
35 KEGS OF BUSCH BEER 4 FOR 1 
PROPER I.D. IS REQUIRED 
NORTON, 
County Auditor 
Elect Marlene K. 
NORTON. 
County Auditor 
"A Professional for a Professional Job" 
CPA 
*"■"" '■T», VI 
BUSCH 
Celebrate your Halloween backwards 
this year at the First Annual 
NEEWOLLAH! 
Sponsored by: 
The American Marketing Association 
and Phi Delta Theta 
-35 Kegs of Busch Beer 
-Door prizes 
4forl 
$1 Cover 50* cover with a costume 
-Sat. Oct.30th    7:30-1:00  N.E.Commons 
Proper ID is required 
€5S>rtfl TO ALU- 
Horrifying Halloween Happenings! 
TONIGHT: Moonlight Madness 
w/ Moonlight Drive Band 
We'll be dancing to Doors music in the 
Ballroom at 8:00. ^—^      & WBGU-FM treats you! m ONLY2.75 Admission 
TOMORROW: A maddening Masquerade Party 
Who is it under that mask? 
Come to the Sidedoor at 8:00-Midnight 
to find out. Oct. 30 $1.00 
4 The BG News/October 29. 1982 
COUPON 
TAKE A CHANCE ON US 
Bring this coupon and  receive Automatic 5% 
off any mask.  Any Purchase over $25.00 take 
a roll of the DIE for additional Discount. 
THE HALLOWEEN SHOP 
188 S. Main ■ Mini-Mall 
TM»FW    1M_     *»»•*•»»        SAT.  10* 
COUPON 
rimms? 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
THIS WEEK ONLY!! 
BUY ANY LARGE PIZZA 
AND PAY 
THE PRICE OF A SMALL PIZZA 
JUST ASK - NO COUPON NEEDED. 
Offer G<?od Until 
SATURDAY 
NOV. 6th 
Parent's Day 
(not valid with any other offer) 
Large Cheese   $4.50 
1 Item $5.29 
2 Items $6.08 
3 Items $6.87 
Each Additional Item 79' 
352-1539 
Al Perkins. He's been a 
good mayor. He will be 
a good commissioner. 
PERKINS PROVEN RECORD 
EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATION 
SOUND FISCAL MANAGEMENT 
FISCAL INTEGRITY. When Mayor Parkins took office, the City Finance Of- 
fice would rush to the bank in the afternoon to make deposits to cover payroll 
checks written the same morning. Now. city officials know that payrolls will be 
met. This fiscal restoration has taken place without service disruption, without 
employee layoffs and without increased taxes. 
FINANCIAL PRIORIETIES, must be set for county expenditures. They 
must be established on the basis of need and adhered to. 
MAKING USE OF WHAT WE HAVE was the one step in turning 
around the city's financial condition. Existing city legal, engineering and finan- 
cial experts have been utilized before taxpayers' dollars have been expended 
on outside consultants. As part of the Perkins administration's efforts to 
upgrade and promote professionalism within city departments, these savings 
should continue to increase. 
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS will be carefully scrutinized by the commis- 
sioner's office. A project's need the real cost (including debt service), and future 
operating expenses will be carefully examined before vast amounts of money 
ore expended. 
EFFICIENCY always requires the attention of any administration. Perkins 
has been vigilant against waste in city government ond has demanded effective 
use of the staff in his administration. 
FEDERAL AND STATE GRANTS amounting to !0's of millions of 
dollars have been successfully sought for much needed projects that might not 
otherwise become a reality. These include, the Senior Citizen's Center, 
Downtown improvements, sewers, the new City Services Building, Fairview 
Ave. Extension and, of course, nearly $19 million alone for the much-needed 
wastewater treatment plant that the city has been trying to get off the ground 
for seven long years. 
COMMISSIONER 
We Can't Afford Not To 
Paid for by Citizens for Perkins. Kenneth Rothrock, treasurer 
330 Brigham Lane. Bowling Green. OH — Political Advertisement 
Office completes research 
Student code change pending 
by Doug Lllllbrldge 
senior staff reporter 
The Dean of Student's 
Office has completed its 
legal research into possi- 
ble changes in the Student 
Code as it pertains to off- 
campus students. 
According to Dean of 
Students Dr. Donald Ra- 
gusa, the most important 
possible changes will be 
extending the University's 
jurisdiction as it applies to 
off-campus students. The 
University looked into the 
matter as a result of 
statements made by Police 
Chief Galen Ash, Mayor 
Alvin Perkins, and other 
community residents. 
The research, which 
was undertaken by the To- 
ledo firm of Marshall, Mel- 
horn, Cole, Hummer, and 
Spitzer, suggested that stu- 
dents whonave been con- 
fronted by local law 
enforcement officials with- 
out being arrested may be 
referred to the Office of 
Standards and Proce- 
dures. 
This probably would in- 
volve the police officials 
filing complaint forms 
with witnesses statements 
with Campus Safety and 
Security, who would then 
turn the information over 
to Standards and Proce- 
dures, Ragusa said. 
The code would also be 
altered legally so that stu- 
dents who are arrested by 
the police would be 
brougnt before Standards 
and Procedures. Accord- 
ing to Ragusa, the code 
now contains no specific 
statement to that effect. 
RAGUSA SAID THE code 
still provides the student 
with the right to a trial by a jury of his peers - the Stu- 
dent Arbitration Board - 
and the right to the Univer- 
sity appeals process - the 
University Appeals Board 
and the president. 
The legal research also 
suggested that students be 
held responsible for their 
"conduct in the commu- 
nity" instead of their "off- 
campus activities" as the 
code currently states. 
Also, the phrase stating 
that the University cannot 
"duplicate the functions of 
general law" would be de- 
leted because the Univer- 
sity cannot actually 
duplicate general law, 
according to Ragusa. 
"Instead, the phrase 
would be changed to state 
that the University 're- 
serves the right to review 
all cases'," Ragusa said. 
Ragusa hopes to meet 
with Olscamp next week to 
decide   whether   the   re- 
search should lead to pen- 
ding recommendations on 
changing the Code. 
"It will be up to Ols- 
camp to decide whether 
the research is sufficient 
and any recommendations 
should stem from it," Ra- 
gusa said. 
Ragusa said he hopes 
the president will want stu- 
dent input on the possible 
changes. If student input is 
considered, it is very un- 
likely that any recommen- 
dations could be ready for 
the Board of Trustees by 
their November meeting, 
he added. 
I 
BOWLING GREEN JAYCEEl 
HAUNTED HOUSE 
DISCOUNT COUPON 
SAVE 50« OFF REG. PRICEl I 
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Elect 
from Page 3 
"It's imperative that stu- 
dents get out there and 
vote," tie said. "Students 
will vote and register if 
they're only approached in 
the right way. 
"Only if the grass roots 
organizations get together 
can we pull it (getting stu- 
dents to vote) off," Hor- 
witz said. "Then we can 
really make our voices 
heard." 
PAY ONLY $1.50 
OLD KROGER 
N. MAIN STREET 
Oct. 22-23, Oct. 29-30 
7:00-MIDNIGHT 
Fed 
CHILDREN UNDER 6 MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT a 
■■ ■COUPON! ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■t 
. . . from Page 1 
argued that the Federal 
Reserve may be a little off 
the mark. 
"The Fed's forecast is 
gloomy because they're 
talking to the wrong peo- 
ple," said the economist, 
who also did not want to be 
identified. He contended 
that the bank's survey of 
business conditions over- 
looked brightening devel- 
opments in housing, autos 
and retailing that suggest 
a much stronger recovery 
in 1983. 
At Command Performance! 
HAIRSTYLING NOW 
COSTS YOU LESS! 
(Special Fall '82 
Reduced Prices!) 
FREE styling consultations for men S women. 
Coma Imam now wo can make you look better! 
SAVE $41   Now only $101 
SAVE $31 Now only $61 (Hot Voters or wet sets: $2 extra) 
SAVE $101 Now only $261 
SAVE $71 Now only $181 
SAVE $101 Now only $261 
SAVE $51 Now only $$5-$21t 
SAVE $41 Now only SB-SW 
(Slight additional charge for 
betow-shoulder-length hair) 
Command Performance 
The   Hairstyling   Place 
Salon hours: 10-9 M-F, 9-7 Sat, 12-5 Sun   Tel. 352-6516 
1072 N. Main Street Bowing Green, Ohio 
Appointments available lor perms 4 coloring. 
HURRY/  Sale Is tor LIMITED TIME ONLYl 
Precision haircut w/ 
shampoo & styling 
(Reg. $14) 
Shampoo & styling 
(Reg. $8) 
Fun permanent • 
(Reg. $35) 
Part'i permanent • 
(Reg. $25) 
Frosting • 
(Reg. $35) 
Color highlight • 
(Reg. $20-$26) 
Tinting • 
(Reg $e-$22) 
• Haircut extra 
GRADUATE STUDIES IN 
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 
COMMUNITY HEALTH 
EPIDEMIOLOGY 
HEALTH POLICY AND PLANNING 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
Students holding baccalaureate, master's or professional 
degrees are invited to apply to the Graduate Program in 
Preventive Medicine at The Ohio State University. The prog- 
ram opens career opportunities in the study of the health of 
human populations, the investigation of the causes of dis- 
ease, and the planning of strategies ot prevention and health 
care. There is growing demand tor persons educated in these 
areas in community, state, federal and international organi- 
zations concerned with health promotion and health care 
delivery. 
Students in our program have come from such diverse 
backgrounds as the biological and social sciences, engineer- 
ing, education and the humanities, as well as the medical 
sciences Our Department offers the M.S. and Ph.D. de- 
grees 
Inquiries should be addressed to: 
The Ohio State Untveretty 
OFFICE OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
ROOM B-201. STARLING-LOVING HALL 
DEPARTMENT OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE 
410 WEST 10TH AVENUE 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210 
(614)421-3907 
, 
Be Somebody 
get your picture in the 
KEY 
There are only 
7 DAYS LEFT 
To Have Your Senior Portrait Taken!! 
Call the KEY  372-0086 
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Grads find job hunting tough 
by Tom Augello 
staff reporter  
Ted Geiss never thought 
he'd be standing in the 
unemployment One less 
than a year after he grad- 
uated from college. 
Geiss graduated from 
the University in 1982 with 
a bachelor's degree in edu- 
cation and a specialization 
in speech communication. 
He said his department 
told him when he grad- 
uated he would have no 
trouble finding a job be- 
cause communications is a 
growing field. 
Six months have passed 
and Geiss is now looking 
for work in Cleveland and 
is considering attending 
graduate school for a mas- 
ter's degree in business. 
"I knew there might be 
problems, but I didn't 
think it'd take six 
months," Geiss said in a 
telephone interview. 
"(Waiting in the unem- 
ployment lines) is the most 
depressing thing I've ever 
had to do in my life." 
Scott Burke has been 
looking even longer. Grad- 
uating in 1981 with a bache- 
lor's degree in Public 
Relations, Burke recently 
quit his Job as a manager 
at a local pizza parlor. 
Citing differences of opin- 
ion as the official cause for 
his resignation, Burke said 
the real reason was frus- 
tration at his status and a 
desire to find a job for 
which he is qualified. 
BURKE SAID "he is wor- 
ried about the fact that he 
does not have another job 
lined up and he has car 
payments, rent and insur- 
ance to redeem. But he 
added he does not regret 
quitting his job. 
"I'd rather be happy 
and in debt, than unhappy 
and doing this," Burke 
said. 
Yet Burke said he was 
embarrassed to be in this 
situation. 
"The   bad   thing   is, 
there's managers here who just work their way up 
(from high school) and 
here I am spending $12,000 
on an education and I don't 
even get that in return," he 
said. ''So, yes, I'm embar- 
rassed." 
Burke said he placed 
some of the blame tor his 
situation on the University. 
"They could have put 
more emphasis on inter- 
nships," Burke said, " I 
wasn't really told how im- 
portant an internship is." 
Geiss   also   said   he 
thought the University 
should share some of the 
blame, but for a different 
reason. He said his partic- 
ular department could 
have been more helpful in 
an advising capacity. 
"THE FIRST adviser I 
had never had any time," 
Geiss said, "and the sec- 
ond adviser I had was 
fresh out of school and 
didn't know the ropes." He 
said he went to the Place- 
ment Office and they could 
not help him. 
Director of Placement 
James Galloway said the 
Broblem goes beyond the 
niversity level. 
"Supply has far out- 
stripped demand for col- 
lege graduates in many 
areas tor the sheer reason 
that we have been produc- 
ing graduates since 1945 in 
record numbers and even- 
tually it catches up to 
you. Galloway said. 
"However (in) the last two 
years we have experienced 
a decline in the number of 
employers recruiting on 
the campus. The main rea- 
son for that is naturally the 
see GRADS page 6 
PI KAPPA PHI AND MAIN ST kEEl 
1st Annual Arm Wrestling 
Championship 
Prelims- Mid Am Room (Harshman Quad) 
Contest- begins at 8:00 PM 
Who are the "strongest MEN" in B.G. 
All proceeds go the project "P.CJ.S.H." 
Play Unity For The Severely Handicapped 
m 
GREAT PUMPKINS 
FDR HALLOWEEN CARWINC TIME! 
OPEN MONDAY Thru SATURDAY 
FROM 8-5 
906 NAPOLEON 
(END Of SOUTH COLLEGE DR.) 
ALL SIZES FROM 
SO and UP! 
'DISCOUNTS ON QUAHM' 
KLOTZ 
FLOWER FARM 
< 
mmmmwm 
STILL 
ABOUT 
SPOOKED 
TOGO 
WHERE 
Jr*   DRES 
HALLOWEEN? 
ENTER ANOTHER "DIMENSION" 
AT RENEE'S THIS SAT. OCT. 30th 
S UP . .. Scare the cover charge away! 
WE WILL ... be looking for the best dressed most original, 
and best group costumes in town! 
When you open with a pair of sixes, 
"Looks like a Stroh Light night/' 
Why not start off the 
poker game with a winning 
pair of sixes. Open up with 
two six-packs of Stroh Light, 
the great-tasting beer that 
doesn't fill you up And with 
plenty of Stroh Light around, 
you're sure to have a full house 
before the end of the night 
"Looks like a 
Stroh Light night." 
October 29,1982 
Julie & Keith 
Mom & Dad 
Lisa & Frank 
Cindy & Bob 
Tracey & Willy 
Laura & Tom 
K.T. & The Private 
Lauren & Doug 
Carol & Mike 
Lisa & Brian 
Holly & Terry 
Sherri & Bob 
Kristy & Coop 
Laura & Andy 
Dana & Eric 
Susan & Jeff 
Kari & Jerome 
Diane & Dan 
Michelle & Dave 
Carol & Randy 
Beth & Paul 
Asil & Mutt 
Lisa & Keith 
Sue & Dash Baker 
Renee & 
Mary Ann & Mike 
Robin & Rudy 
Dawn & Martin 
Haney & Hoofy 
Susan & Tim 
Julie & Doug 
Susie B. & Scott 
Donna & Jim 
Julie & Dave 
Shana & George 
Rebecca & Carson 
Alisa & Jeff 
Diane & Mark 
RandiLee & Jack 
Teri & Todd 
Tammy & Eric 
Saddybrook & PPP! 
Tara & Tim 
Carol & Craig 
Gobbler Woman & Punkin' 
Kate & Minuteman 
Jodi & Marty 
Pebbles & Bam Bam 
Jeanne & Jeff 
Bill 
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JIM SHERCK 
IS A WINNER! 
". . . This year could see me being replaced." 
— Delbert Latta 
in a recent letter to Republican committeemen in the 5th District asking for help 
Jim Sherck 
is a Winner because . . . 
• He believes in Fairness and Justice for all 
in the budget process. 
• He believes in protecting the integrity 
of the Social Security System. 
• He believes we should also look at waste and fraud 
in the Defense budget. 
• He believes in protecting Veteran's rights 
to full benefits. 
• He believes in Fair Market Values 
for farm products. 
• Jim Sherck believes that a Congressman should be 
accessible to his constituents when they need him, 
not when he needs them. 
We know who to blame. Now, let's start solving the problems. 
Join the Winning Team. Vote on November 2 
For Congress 
If you have questions or comments about your next Congressman, 
please call Jim at 1-334-9501. 
PaM for b> Ikt Sfemk for Congress Committee, Marten Purdy. Treasurer. 1109 Hayes Amu, Fremont. Ohio 
Police pursue tainted Excedrin 
LORAIN, Ohio (AP) - 
The bottle of pain relief 
capsules which made a Lo- 
rain couple sick likely was 
the only one contaminated, 
but police are continuing to 
investigate, Lorain's chief 
police detective said 
Thursday. 
"We have no reason to 
believe there was any con- 
tamination except for that 
one bottle," Capt. Michael 
Kocak said. "It was pur- 
chased Saturday. If there 
were other contaminated 
bottles, we probably would 
have heard about it by 
now." 
Kocak said there are no 
suspects in the case. 
The contamination of the 
Extra-Strength Excedrin 
capsules was revealed 
Tuesday, when Tom Wil- 
son took the seven remain- 
ing capsules from a 24- 
capsule bottle to the Lorain 
County Crime Laboratory 
for analysis. 
Wilson and his wife Vic- 
toria had taken the pills. 
Kocak said he talked 
with Wilson on Wednesday 
and was trying to arrange 
another meeting. Kocak 
said he believes Wilson is 
telling the truth. 
Wilson said he became 
sick after taking three cap- 
sules Tuesday morning. 
Wilson said he first in- 
tended to throw the re- 
maining capsules away, 
but decided to check with 
the Lorain Community 
Hospital's poison center, 
which referred him to the 
crime lab. 
"I FIGURED it might be 
nothing, but if they had 
been tampered with, then 
other people could be buy- 
ing them,   Wilson said. 
After a five-hour exami- 
nation of the capsules, 
crime lab criminalist Dan- 
iel Bibby identified a sub- 
stance in the capsules as 
sodium hydroxide, a chem- 
ical found in toilet bowl 
and drain cleaners. 
Several drugstores in the 
city took Extra^Strength 
Excedrin capsules off their 
shelves and increased se- 
curity. 
Wilson said he bought 
the capsules Saturday at a 
Revco Drugstore in Lo- 
rain. Floor manager Rick 
Jackson said that after he 
learned of Wilson's com- 
plaint, he pulled the re- 
maining Extra-Strength 
Excedrin bottles off 
shelves and checked for 
possible contamination. 
"They were all clear of 
contaminants," Jackson 
said. 
Grads 
.    . trom Page 5 
economy." 
Galloway said because 
of this oversupply, many 
graduates have to accept a 
fob for which they are 
over-prepared. 
"One of my real con- 
cerns today is not unem- 
ployment of college 
graduates, but underem- 
ployment, and many stu- 
dents are forced into this 
situation because of the 
economy and their sheer 
numbers." 
GALLOWAY SAID that 
although Placement Office 
personnel are doing all 
they can to help students 
develop their job-finding 
skills through such serv- 
ices as seminars, advising 
and mock interviews, they 
have become less effective 
because of budget cuts. 
Although Galloway said 
he was not sure what the 
University's priorities 
would be in the future, he 
added that he was pleased 
with the emphasis his de- 
Sartment has received in 
le past, compared with 
the staff size at similar 
universities in the area. 
Galloway said he did not 
feel it was the Placement 
Office's responsibility to 
actually secure the stu- 
dents' job for them. 
"We don't get them (stu- 
dents) the job, they have to 
get their own," Galloway 
said, "We'll give them all 
the resources available, 
(but) we can't do the inter- 
viewing for them, we can't 
go knocking on doors." 
John Biltz, a 1981 Bowl- 
ing Green graduate in psy- 
chology who did not find a 
job until a few weeks ago, 
said he felt the same way. 
"I WENT to the Univer- 
sity for an education, not a 
career," Biltz said. 
Biltz, who looked for 
work in the Cleveland area 
and did odd jobs in the 
meantime, said finding a job was more difficult than 
tie expected. He said he got 
most of his job leads from 
other graduates, but was 
thinking of returning to 
school to obtain his mas- 
ter's degree. 
Biltz said he thought it 
was important for some- 
one in that situation to 
maintain a positive atti- 
tude. 
"Keep stock of yourself 
and don't give up," Biltz 
advised, "It's been dis- 
couraging, but if you start 
having an identity crisis, 
you'lfbury yourself." 
! KAPPA SIGMA 
I CONGRATULATES ITS NEW OFFICERS 
(Grand Master - Dave Seidel IFC Representative - Jeff Walsh 
• Grand Procurator - Rick Manner Pledge Trainer - Tim Hollern 
• Grand Master of Ceremonies - Dave Jeffries Social Chairman - Larry Hrovat 
'Grand Scribe - Andy Harrison 
•Grand Treasurer - Bill Renz 
Assistant Treasurer - Conrad Wolf 
Rush Chairman - Tom Schneider 
Scholarship Chairman • Mark Reiff 
Kitchen Steward • Ralph Lunt 
Public Relations - Bill Altman 
Athletic Chairman - Mark Markley 
Historian - Tim Krimm 
Alumni Correspondant - Brian Swope 
Little Sis Advisors - Ed Krusznski 
Jack Screptock 
Guards - Bill Katsaros 
Joe Watkins 
House Managers - Tony Soughan 
John Kane 
Communications Chairman - Ron Liszka 
B.A. - Jeff Warren 
I        ^^j^S^I^Syii^^^^^^ssip^s^^.        -J 
£■ 1982 PaM Brewing Comoary M*w»u-w Wr-ccwi 
STUDY.N... WITH THE 
REAL TASTE OF BEER. 
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Frat hosts PUSH week 
by Carolyn Van Schalk 
staff reporter  
An arm wrestling tour- 
nament, a wheelchair 
push, and a'Frankenstein 
movie are just a few of the 
events being sponsored by 
the Pi Kappa Phi frater- 
nity during it's first annual 
P.U.S.H. Week to be held 
this October 31 through 
November 6. 
P.U.S.H. (Play Units for 
the Severly Handicapped) 
is a national organization 
designed to provide recre- 
ational facilities for sev- 
erly handicapped people. 
Pi Kappa Phi is promoting 
P.U.S.H. Week to raise 
money for the devel- 
opment of play units for 
people who are chronically 
self-abusive. 
Scott Rankin, president 
of Pi Kappa Phi at the 
University, said that many 
people have a self-abusive 
mentality and do such 
things as beat themselves 
against walls. The play 
units, he said, provide a 
stimulating, alternative 
outlet for these people's 
aggressions. 
"PLAYING IS a part of 
everyone's life," Rankin 
said. "This just gives them 
something to play with." 
The equipment is a sub- 
stitute for playground 
equipment that is not prac- 
tical for handicapped chil- 
dren and can be 
frustrating or dangerous to 
them, he said. 
The cost of construction 
for each unit is $10,000. 
Units may include such 
things as a waterbed and 
hot and cold air as means 
of sensation. 
Events being sponsored 
by the Fraternity during 
P.U.S.H. Week include the 
showing of Andy Warhol's 
"Frankenstein," a project 
done in conjunction with 
the University Activities 
Organization and an arm- 
wrestling tournament be- 
ing sponsored in conjunc- 
tion with Mainstreet bar. 
The fraternity will also 
push a wheelchair 30 
miles, from the University 
of Toledo to Bowling 
Green, as a publicity stunt 
to incite interest in the 
cause. 
Spooks: 
City retains Halloween trick-or-treat 
by Judy Cluntz 
reporter  
While Halloween has 
been banned in some cities 
because of the Tylenol poi- 
soning incident and related 
"copycat" tampering of 
other products, trick-or- 
treating will still take 
place in Bowling Green on 
Saturday. 
However, there are still 
safety measures that can 
be taken, according to Ted 
Barber, city detective. 
Barber said it is important 
for children to trick-or- 
treat in their own neigh- 
borhood where persons are 
familiar. 
"If possible, a list should 
be made up of places chil- 
dren have gone and what 
they received," he said. 
PARENTS WHO sus- 
pect tampering of treats 
can have the items 
checked by the Bowling 
Green Police Depart- 
ment's metal detector. The 
department will offer this 
service until 10 p.m. Satur- 
day evening, Barber said. 
As an added safety mea- 
sure, University sorority 
and fraternity members 
and police will be stationed 
throughout the city to as- 
sist trick-or-treaters, he 
said. The greek members 
will be wearing white arm 
Take inA 
stock America< 
MIDNIGHT 
SHOW! 
IFRI.& SAT. ONLY!! 
ALL SCATS ■ f .a 0 
I 
Never before in the entire 
history cf human civilization 
MONTY PYTHON 
LIVE AT THE     IEJ 
HOLLYWOOD BOWL 
STADIUM CINEMA 1*2 
STADIUM "1AZA   ■OWIING GltEEN PH. 3S»-<»*S IF 
orgtve me, 
Father, for I have 
sinned. 
I have killed for my Counhyfl. 
I have stolen for 1111/ Clwnli, 
SECOND  / have loved a ivoinan, 
PIG and I am a Priest. 
WFFKI -                          AT 7:30*9:45 
WECIU m                      SAT. MAT. 2:00 
CHRISTOPHER REEVE 1                     SUN. MATS. 
GENEVIEVE BUJOLD      M 2:00 & 4:15 
•    MONSIGNOR 
ITHE YEAR THE  DREAMS CAME 
TRUE. 
>   JESSICA 
HARPER 
r  M» FAVORITE 
YEAR 
NOW 
SHOWING!! 
AT 7:30 I 9:15 
SAT. MAT. 2:00 
SUN. MATS. 
2:00 4 3:45 
bands for identification. In 
addition, REACT, an 
emergency response 
group, will be patrolling 
the streets in marked vech- 
icles, he said. 
THE PUBLIC regards 
Bowling Green as a safe 
town, according to Barber. 
"Many people from ru- 
ral areas Bring their chil- 
dren to Bowling Green to 
trick-or-treat because they 
know it's safe," he said. 
"I can't recall any in- 
stances of candy being 
tampered with in Bowling 
Green," he added. "Even 
during the 1960s, during 
the big drug scene, there 
were no problems at Hal- 
loween." 
Halloweeners should 
check their treats for torn 
packages, according to lit- 
erature given to school-age 
children. The pamphlets 
also stress that trick-or- 
treaters should travel in 
groups, carry flashlights 
and wear reflective cloth- 
ing. 
Some communities are 
encouraging parents to 
have block parties to cele- 
brate Halloween," Barber 
said. "But if trick-or-treat- 
ers adhere to safety mea- 
sures, they should have a 
safe, fun-filled Hallow- 
een." 
THE 
I,  >v 
NEW 99 
Dixie Electric Co. ■] 
lac. 
An Entertainment Utility 
Halloween 
Party 
-^J^ 
Saturday night the Dixie will be haunted with ghost and 
goblins and crazy music. If you dare to enter with a 
costume, we will chop the cover charge in half. 
ALSO: U.S. Waterbeds will be giving away a waterbed for 
the most original and best looking costume. 
So put a costume on and come plug yourself in at the New Dixie 
Electric Co. 
two day sale: 
50% off 14k gold 
Friday and Saturday only! Save on a collection of 14K gold pierced earrings! 
.Plus savings on seven different styles of 14K gold **ai"c 
save 50% 
14K gold pierced earrings. Here are 
just a few examples: 
4mm ball. Reg. $22. sale $11 
5mm pearl. Reg. $33, sale 16.50 
Medium shell Reg. $49, sale 24.50 
save50% 
Medium dome. Reg. $74. sale $37 
Hoop w/ball. Reg. $23. sale 11.50 
Twist hoop. Reg. $69, sale 34.50 
Hoop w/peari Reg. $30, sale $15 
Engraved tear Reg. $63. sale 31.50 
Precious Jewelry (0629) 
14K gold chains. Styles listed below are Beveled Reg $120-$275. $60-137.50 
available in several lengths. Braid Reg. $160-$240. sale $804120 
Serpentine Reg $30-$l85. $15-72.50 Hollow rope Reg $130-$315, $65-157.50 
Herringbone Reg $50-$150, $25-$75 
Fri. - 9:45 to 9:00 Sat. - 9:45 to 5:30 Sun  • 1200 to 5.00 
macys 
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Nuclear- 
tt County Government Is Not 
A One Man Operation" 
IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE! 
Elect 
Marlene K. 
NORTON 
Wood County 
Auditor 
"A Professional for a 
ProfessionalJob" 
Elect 
Alvin L 
PERKINS 
Wood County 
Commissioner 
"We Can't Afford 
Not To" 
Elect 
Warren J. 
LOTZ 
Wood County 
Common Pleas Judge 
"A Judge We Can 
Be Proud Of" 
Cooperation   Not Conflict must be the tone set in county affairs. 
Full, even passionate debate of issues of importance must take place, but it must take 
place in the context of mutual respect and shared concern for the welfare of the coun- 
ty. The welfare of the county is more important than the likes or dislikes of one person 
or clique in the Courthouse. 
CheCkS OnO DOlOnCeS must also be returned to county government. 
Every elected county official has his or her respective duties and responsibilities. The 
individual and collective sound PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENT and COMMON SENSE of 
each official are the qualities that really make our system of checks and balances work 
on a practical level. 
Team Work and PrOgreSS for Wood County will be restored because 
of the renewed spirit of cooperation and checks and balances. After a matter has been 
fully discussed, citizen input sought and each official has exercised his or her best pro- 
fessional judgment, we must pull together for the BEST INTERESTS OF WOOD COUNTY. 
Petty vindictiveness between elected officials, serves no one. It only costs the public 
time and money. 
The Team Dedicated To Common Sense, 
Cooperation and Progress For Wood County 
NM far ly Tka Wood Cowity Democratic C—iripi Ciiilttio: MM R. MM*, Chwnwn, P.O. In 707, iowltoj Grata, OWa 
MMMVaVaaMMal 
. . . from Page 1 
and the plants are con- 
stantly inspected. They 
usually go through four to 
five years of training be- 
fore they seek employment 
at a nuclear plant, and 
some colleges have excel- 
lent training programs for 
nuclear engineers. 
More training is given at 
Toledo Edison, and pro- 
spective controllers must 
pass an exam given by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Com- 
mission. The NRC also re- 
quires them to requalify 
every year. 
The NRC constantly in- 
spects the plant to make 
sure everything is in per- 
fect order, and they can 
shut down the plant if they 
are not satisfied with its 
performance. 
Davis-Besse personnel 
demonstrated their effi- 
ciency when they recently 
solved a potential malfunc- 
tion in 17 minutes. 
A valve stuck open in the 
water system inside the 
containment building, re- 
ducing the amount of wa- 
ter. The operators saw the 
level changing, and they 
released their borated wa- 
ter in case the problem 
became worse. However, 
thevwere able to solve the 
Eroblem before anything 
appened. 
Nuclear waste can also 
be used again. According 
to Buehrer, France uses 
breeder reactors, which 
actually create additional 
fuel from their reaction. 
They can take the fuel and 
use it over. 
Part of the unusable por- 
tion of it can be made into a 
glass-like substance. The 
rest of the waste can be 
encapsulated in it and bur- 
ied underground in a stable 
area. Since glass is so re- 
sistant to erosion, the 
material inside would be 
allowed time to deteriorate 
until it no longer contained 
dangerous levels of radia- 
tion. 
Unfortunately, a regula- 
tion passed by the Carter 
administration in 1978 pro- 
hibits the reprocessing of 
nuclear waste. Davis- 
Besse is now saving the 
waste in hopes that the 
regulation will be re- 
versed. 
"Ninety-six percent of 
(the waste) is reusable," 
Ergen said. "Only four 
THE USE of fusion in- 
stead of fission is another 
concept that scientists are 
dealing with. A fusion re- 
action would leave no nu- 
clear waste, but practical 
applications are impossi- 
ble for now. A fission reac- 
tion splits the atoms to 
create heat. A fusion reac- 
tion involves the compres- 
sion of atoms, and occurs 
in the sun. The problem 
with it, however, is that it 
cannot be controlled like 
fission. 
"So far, the longest fu- 
sion reaction that re- 
searchers have been able 
to maintain has been one 
second, and that was a big 
breakthrough," Ergen 
said. 
But today even fission 
Biwer seems endangered, 
uehrer said. 
"The problem right now 
is how much plants cost to 
build," he said. "It costs $2 
- 1>h billion to build a plant 
today. One billion of that is 
interest alone. It also takes 
14 years to get a plant 
licensed to operate be- 
cause of federal regula- 
tions. It is hard to get 
investors." 
The Davis-Besse plant 
itself took $700 million, $11 
million of that just to build 
a huge cooling tower to 
satisfy environmentalists. 
percent (would have to 
be) disposed of." 
ELECTRICITY FROM a 
nuclear plant costs approx- 
imately half a cent per 
kilowatt. Electricity from 
coal costs 2.14 cents per 
kilowatt due its skyrocket- 
ing cost," Beuhrer said. 
The best testament to 
nuclear power is the atti- 
tudes and perceptions of 
the public near the plant, 
and the condition of the 
area itself. 
"We've lived here for 20 
years and we never 
thought of moving when it 
was being built. No one 
around here cares. I don't 
know much about nuclear 
power, but we kr<"w sorr. > 
one who works there and 
it's all the same to us," 
said Edythe Hemminger, 
who lives just across the 
street and down the road 
from the plant. 
Surrounding the plant is 
the Ottawa Wildlife Ref- 
uge. The crystal waters 
and the flocks of beautiful 
Canadian geese add fur- 
ther testimony to the 
safety and "clean" energy 
aspect to the plant. 
"The best time is when 
the blue herons are here," 
Ergen said, standing just 
outside the cooling tower. 
Spain elects new 
Socialist leader 
MADRID, Spain (AP) - 
From the slopes ot the Py- 
renees to the Rock of Gi- 
braltar, millions of 
Spaniards voted today in 
an election expected to 
give them their first all- 
Socialist government and 
40-year-old Felipe Gonza- 
lez as prime minister. 
Despite threats by Bas- 
que terrorists to disrupt 
the election, sporadic 
bombings during the three- 
week campaign and fears 
of a military coup to block 
the expected Socialist vic- 
tory, two bomb explosions 
were the only violence re- 
ported. 
The bombs went off out- 
side banks in Bilbao, the 
capital of the Basque re- 
gion in northwestern 
Spain, and injured two po- 
licemen, one seriously. No 
group claimed responsibil- 
ity immediately, but it was 
assumed they were set off 
by ETA, the radical Bas- 
que separatist organiza- 
tion. 
More than 130.000 police 
officers patrolled the coun- 
try as long lines formed at 
the polling places in warm, 
sunny weather. Reports by 
the national radio network 
indicated the turnout was 
much higher than in the 
two other general elections 
held since the death of dic- 
tator Francisco Franco in 
1975. 
THERE WERE 8,150 
candidates for 350 seats in 
the lower house of the 
Cortes, the Spanish parlia- 
ment, and 208 seats in the 
Senate. 
"THE IMPORT SPECIALIST" 
J INVITES YOU TO SHABE IN 
OUR 10th ANNIVERSARY 
{SATURDAY OCT. 30,1982 
9:00-5:00 
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL 
UP TO 4 qts. with filter $8.00 
PLUS FREE 10 POINT 
| SAFETY INSPECTION! 
|    SEE YOU SATURDAY 
12953 Kramer Rd. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 13527031 
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SPORTS 
BG football team faces winless but hungry KSCI 
toy Joe Menzer 
sports editor  
Basic logic would dictate that any 
football coach should be pleased to 
face a team that hasn't won a game - 
especially when the season is seven 
weeks old. 
Football coaches don't always think 
logically though. 
Any coach, including Bowling 
Green's Denny Stolz, will tell you of 
the dangers that come with facing an 
0-7 team. And that is exactly what is 
facing the Falcons, tomorrow at 1 
p.m., when they square off with Kent 
State at Dix Stadium in Kent. 
"It scares the hell out of ya. They 
will be hungry, and we had better be 
on guard." Stolz said. "In some ways, 
a team that is 0-7 is easier to coach. 
You can tell them almost anything. 
"WHATEVER they've been doing 
hasn't worked yet, so they may come 
from anywhere with anything - both 
offensively and defensively. That 
makes them very difficult to prepare 
for." 
Still, BG (4-2 both overall and in the 
Mid-American Conference) has to be 
considered the heavy favorite going 
into tomorrow's game against the 
winless Golden Flashes (0-5 in the 
MAC). 
KSU ranks first in the conference in 
pass defense - mainly because the 
Flashes rank last by a good margin in 
rushing defense, who needs to throw 
against them when the Flashes give 
up an average of 4.3 yards on every 
running play? Overall, the porous 
Kent defense gives up an average of 
387 yards per game. 
KSU's offense isn't exactly a scor- 
ing juggernaut either, as the Flashes 
average just over 11 points per game. 
Kent has not scored at all in the third 
quarter of its games this season. 
BOTH BG and KSU live and die on 
offense by the pass. BG freshman 
quarterback Brian McClure sur- tosses for 1,161 yards this year, but he 
passed the 1,000 mark in passing also has thrown 11 interceptions, in 
yardage in last weekend's loss to each of the Falcons' two losses this 
Toledo, and KSU's Walter Kroan season, McClure has thrown an inter- 
should do the same early in tomor- ception that BG's opponent has run 
BO-KENT SHOWDOWN 
Records: The Falcons or* 4-2. and tied 
for third with Toledo in in the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference. The Golden Flashes are 
0-7 overall and 0-5 in the MAC. 
The Series: BG has won the last eight 
games played between the two schools. 
BG head coach Denny Stolz is 5-0 against 
Kent and BG leads the 62-year old series. 
32-12 — with six games ending in ties. 
The Site: Dix Stadium in Kent, Ohio. 
Capacity: 30.420. Kickoff time is set for 
1:00 p.m. 
row's contest. 
Despite completing just 44 percent 
of his passes, Kroan has already 
thrown for 989 yards this season. 
Unfortunately for the Flashes, their 
running game has been almost non- 
existent. 
"We know they'll put it up a lot," 
Stolz said. 
The Falcons will put it up a lot, too. 
McClure   has   completed   97-of-149 
back for a crucial touchdown. 
KSU's secondary is the strongest 
part of its defensive unit, according to 
Stolz, so McClure will be tested again 
tomorrow. 
"WE FEEL part of (the reason 
KSU is ranked first in the MAC in pass 
defense) is because they've given up a 
lot of yards rushing, but their second- 
ary is very adequate. Their cor- 
nerbacks are really good players," 
Stolz said. "We know we can toss it 
though - I don't care who we're play- 
ing. 
"Our scheme is such and our talent 
is such that we can complete 20-25 
passes a game against any team in 
the conference." 
But, while the Falcons have moved 
the ball well against their opponents, 
they have had trouble putting the ball 
in the end zone in their last three 
games. BG's running attack has, at 
times, left much to be desired. 
Bryant "Cowboy" Jones, a 1,000- 
yard rusher last year, has been ham- 
pered by injuries and has been held to 
204 yards in BG's last four games. 
Jones gained 80 yards in 29 carries 
against Toledo, however, and showed 
some signs that he may be healthy 
again. 
"WE ARE constantly trying to im- 
prove our running game," Stolz said. 
'"That scoring zone offense - that's a 
bear. We certainly would like to im- 
*-        •«   ■■'* 
prove ours." 
The Flashes played perhaps their 
best same of the season against Cen- 
tral Michigan, last weekend in Dix 
Stadium, but CMU came from behind 
to win, 31-20. The Falcons, mean- 
while, suffered through a 24-10 thrash- 
ing at Toledo. 
"Mentally, we may be at a disad- 
vantage because they are coming off 
a strong performance and we have to 
bounceback from a tough loss," Stolz 
said. "They still don't have a win and 
they're running out of opponents. 
"There's no pressure tor them from 
the standpoint of expecting to do well 
in front of a crowd. There's going to 
be a very small crowd -1 hate to think 
how small it's going to be." 
Then, almost as an afterthought, 
Stolz smiled and added, "an 0-7 team 
is harder than hell to prepare for but 
there's the other side of the coin, too. 
A 7-0 team usually has some good 
players." 
Michigan seeks revenge 
with series against BG 
TOO LATE TO SAVE 
BG News photo/Patrick Sandor 
Bowling Green center Brian Hills (10) score* one of his four goals during action from last weekend's series against Ferris State 
at the Ice Arena. The Falcons face Michigan at 7:30 p.m. tonight at the Ice Arena. The Wolverines are out for revenge since BG 
swept last season's four-game series. 
by Tom Hlsek 
sports reporter 
When a coach coins a season as a 
"rebuilding year," one usually con- jures up an image of an under- 
manned, uninteresting team. 
Well, Michigan coach John Gior- 
dano has called this year's version of 
his hockey Wolverines a team in the 
midst of a complete rebuilding sea- 
son. But with a team that is suppos- 
edly weak on defense, Giordano has 
compiled a 3-1 record. 
Bowling Green is hosting the Wol- 
verines this weekend for a two-game 
series that will kick off tonight at 7:30 
p.m., at the Ice Arena. 
BG is coming off a series sweep of 
Ferris State last weekend, and is 
currently atop the standings of the 
Central Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion along with Michigan State and 
Ohio State. All three teams stand at 2- 
0 in the CCHA, while BG is 2-1-1 
overall. 
UM, AFTER splitting with Notre 
Dame last weekend, is 1-1 in the 
CCHA and tied for fifth place with 
three other teams. 
"They've been a real traditional 
rival," BG coach Jerry York said. "It 
should be easy for us to get mentally 
ready for them. We've had some 
great series' in recent years." 
The Wolverines hold a 12-5 advan- 
tage over BG in the series that began 
in 1971. But last year, the Falcons 
swept the four-game series between 
the two teams. 
"Just playing them (Michigan) 
twice will magnify the importance of 
the series," York said. "But we will 
approach it as we would any other 
series. We just try to play as well as 
we can; no matter who the opponent 
is." 
Tonight's game will be a grudge 
match for UM. Last year in Ann 
Arbor, BG used its 5-3 victory in the 
series finale to capture the CCHA 
championship. Forward Dave 
D'Brian was the star, as his two goals 
proved to be the deciding factor. 
UNFORTUNATELY. York said 
O'Brian probably won t see any ac- 
tion this weekend. He is still nursing a 
knee injury suffered against Michi- 
Ean-Deaarborn in a pre-season exhi- 
ition game. Sophomore Kerry 
Kennedy will fill in at O'Brian's left 
wing position, and skate on BG's 
fourth line along with Kim Collins and 
Dave Randerson. 
The defensive corp is the main sore 
spot for the Wolverines, as Giordano 
lost four defensive starters to gradua- 
tion last year. But three of UM's 
freshmen were all taken in the Na- 
tional Hockey League draft last June; 
whether they have adjusted to Gior- 
dano's system is yet to be known. 
UM's goaltending is supposedly 
strong with Jon Elliott -1981-82 CCHA 
Rookie of the Year and second team 
All-CCHA - teaming up with National 
Sports Festival star Mark Chiamp 
between the pipes. But UM allowed 14 
goals against the Irish, last weekend. 
"ELLIOTT WILL make up the dif- 
fernce for the defensemen they lost. 
And though I don't have much infor- 
mation on their new defensemen; the 
recruits could even be better than the 
graduates," York said. 
Last year's team MVP Ted Speers, 
who had a team-high 23 goals, teams 
up with Brad Tippett (14 goals), to 
head the Wolverine offense. Fresh- 
man wing Chris Seychel is tied for 
second among CCHA scoring leaders 
with six points, including five goals. 
Not to be outdone, BG's scoring 
tandem of Brian Hills and John 
Samanski are tops in the CCHA with 
seven points apiece. 
York said senior Mike David will 
start in goal for the Falcons tonight. 
He has not tabbed a starter for tomor- 
row night's game. 
Rivalries have been the cor- 
nerstone of sports traditions. With the 
Wolverines out to settle last season's 
score, it should prove to be an inter- 
esting weekend on the ice. 
ONE MENZ OPINION 
Bowie's fate lies in hands of owners 
In four days, the major league 
baseball owners will meet to decide 
the fate of Bowie Kuhn, long-time 
commissioner of the grand old 
game. 
At least four National League 
owners apparently will come 
equipped with bowie knifes. 
Srepared to slice Bowie's lifeline to 
le game. 
Since Kuhn needs at least a 
three-fourths majority vote of 
confidence from each league to 
retain his job, those four owners 
could send him to the end of one of 
America's long unemployment 
lines. 
Kuhn, who has been baseball's 
commissioner since 1969, is 
seeking re-election for another 
seven-year term. For over a year 
now, there have been widespread 
and well-publicized complaints - 
mostly from NL owners - about 
how Kuhn has been running the 
game. 
IN AUGUST, owners from both 
leagues met in San Diego to vote on 
Kuhn's future. Instead, they just 
agreed to push the voting deadline 
on the issue back to Nov. 1 - which 
is next Monday. 
Despite that decision to delay the 
vote, it became evident as a result 
of the San Diego meeting that 
Kuhn's job is in serious Jeopardy. 
Owners Gussie Busch of the world 
champion St. Louis Cardinals, Ted 
Turner of the Atlanta Braves, 
Nelson Doubleday Jr. of the New 
York Mets and John McMullen of 
the Houston Astros reportedly are 
by W vlTl I   Joe Menzer j£l 1 Sports Editor HT . ! 
determined to get Bowie out of 
office. 
And, even if the remaining 24 
owners vote to keep Kuhn in, those 
four owners can keep Kuhn out. 
Four strikes and you're out at the 
'ole owners' ballgame. 
Fine - it wouldn't hurt the game 
at all. 
EVEN THOUGH baseball's 
popularity has grown throughout 
Kunn's 13-year reign, it is time for 
a change. If for no other reason, a 
change is needed because Kuhn is 
too plastic. He has the personality 
of a comatose eggplant. 
About a month ago, Kuhn - 
probably in the realization that his 
public image was as low as Death 
valley's altitude - made an 
appearance on the Late Night with 
David Letterman television talk 
show. 
He told a series of unfunny jokes 
and uninteresting anecdotes. 
Whenever Letterman proposed an 
interesting question, Kuhn 
responded with a gentlemanly 
smile and a confusing answer. 
The commissioner is a complex 
man. Most often, people in high 
administrative positions in 
professional sports are hard to 
figure out - and Kuhn is no 
exception. 
One thing is for sure. He did 
nothing during last summer's mid- 
season baseball strike. His critics 
have lashed out at him for that; his 
supporters say that negotiators, 
not commissioners, settle 
professional sports strikes. 
Rarely do Kuhn's decisions 
surface ir. public. The only times 
any outsiders of baseball's inside 
circles even notice him are when 
he vetoes a trade or puts in a token 
appearance at a World Series or 
playoff game. 
Under Kuhn, baseball went to 
divisional playoffs and night 
games during the World Series. 
Both of these concepts are 
applaudable ideas. 
BUT KUHN revealed a little 
about his absurd personality when 
he tried to silence his critics by not 
wearing a coat to the first night 
Series game - even though the 
game was played in 35-degree 
early October temperatures. 
Kuhn seems like a nice man. So 
did Dave Garcia, former Cleveland 
Indians manager. 
The two gentlemen have even 
more in common: Garcia recently 
Sot fired from his job and - unless 
n unexpected turn of events takes 
place - Kuhn will get fired from his 
in four days. 
Chasing third straight: 
BG harriers host championship 
by Marc Delph 
sports reporter 
Being hounded by nearly every cross 
country team in the Mid-American 
Conference has Bowling Green's 
women's cross country coach Sid Sink 
looking over his shoulder lately. He 
should too, as his harriers have held 
the MAC championship crown for two 
years straight and are going for num- 
ber three tomorrow at BG. 
Gaining that crown will not be as 
easy as it has been in the past for the 
Falcons as the young MAC women's 
cross country program is becoming 
stronger every year. In fact, BG is the 
only team to ever wear the MAC 
champion title in the two year history 
of the race. It makes rivals respect 
BG, but also it leaves them with a 
unquenchable desire to defeat them. 
This .sets the stage for the third 
MAC championship and the curtain 
will rise at 11 a.m., this Saturday, on 
the east s.de of the stadium. After 
winding through BG's Forrest Crea- 
son Golf Course they will finish the 
5,000-meter event near the starting 
line. 
Looking back on the season and the 
MAC's top runners, a close finish is 
expected. Defending champion, Fal- 
con JoAnn Lanciaux, and Western 
Michigan's Kay la Skelly - the only 
conference runnei J defeat Lanciaux 
this season, appear to be the favorites 
to take the top prize. Ohio University 
also expected to flirt with the top 
position. 
"SHE'S A TOUGH runner," Lan- 
ciaux said about WMU's Skelly. "I've 
moved up a lot since then, though. I'm 
confident." 
Teem wise, OU and WMU have 
each defeated the Falcons once this 
season but BG has also beaten them in 
other meets during the year. These 
are the two teams looking to dethrown 
the Falcons tomorrow. 
The edge has to go to BG because of 
the home course advantage. Along 
with the beloved home course advan- 
tage is the extra boost given by root- 
ing BG fans. Though cross country is 
not the University's number one spec- 
tator sport, Sink said he hopes that the 
closeness of the race will draw BG 
fans. 
"They (fans) can help," Sink said. 
"I'd like to think they're (BG) going 
to run good. But they can help their 
performance or help them forget 
about any pain they might have." 
"I'm glad it's here," Lanciaux said 
about the race. "I like the support and 
I think it's an advantage. It helps me 
a lot to here the people, it gives me 
more incentive to run." 
THIS RACE ALSO runs high emo- 
tionally, according to Sink, and he 
said he knows his team will feel it. 
"I think the pressure is going to 
start today (yesterday)," he pointed 
out. "This is the most emotional and 
biggest meet of the year." 
Representing the Falcons tomor- 
row will be JoAnn Lanciaux. What 
more can be said about her that hasn't 
already been said. She has a great 
chance of repeating the 
championship, said Sink. She is the 
one to beat. 
Next is Kathy Kaczor who is 
looking to repeat her performance of 
a year ago by placing second in the 
meet. Sink said she has a good chance 
of doing so and that should be her 
goal. 
BG's third through seventh position 
is up for grabs, as been the case all 
season long. Filling those spots will be 
Cathy Schenkel, Gidget Wickham, 
Rosalie Cocita, Laura Ryder and Lau- 
rie Bisbee. 
"The interesting part of the race 
will be those five runners," Sink said. 
"I have very much confidence in 
them. 
"AS A TEAM, they all believe they 
can win it," Sink continued. "We're at 
our peak. We feel we'll have our best 
race of the year." 
Sink may have best summed up the 
upcoming event when by saying, "the 
other teams are after us." 
In the past, if a MAC cross country 
team defeated BG it was like David 
beating Goliath. But this season, in a 
conference where every other team 
knocks off everyone else, a close and 
exciting championship is in store. 
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Gooey seats still remain 
Anton highlights Parents Show 
Good seats still remain for the Saturday 
(Nov. 6) Parents Day concert featuring Susan 
Anton Backed by a 22-piece orchestra. 
Anton will be joined by the Jazz Lab Band 
and The Entertainment Company, both 
student musical groups, in the seventh 
annual Alumni Association-sponsored 
concert set for 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena. 
Approximately 800 tickets priced at $8.50 
and 200 tickets priced at $5 remain They 
are on sale from 8 am to 5 pm weekdays 
at the Mileti Alumni Center. 
The multi-talented Susan Anton sings to Bowling Green s Scott Hamilton, the men's 
Olympic and world figure skating champion, during the television show celebrating the 
25th anniversary ot ABC's Wide World of Sports. Anton will be the featured performer for 
the seventh annual Alumni Association sponsored Parents Day concert set for 8 p.m. 
Saturday (Nov 6) in Anderson Arena Good seats still remain 
In addition, tickets will be sold from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through Friday (Nov 
1-5) at the Union Information Desk. Tickets 
will also be sold at the Memorial Hall ticket 
office beginning at 7 p.m. the evening of the 
show. 
As a convenience to credit card holders, 
the Alumni Association is also accepting 
telephone orders, holding the tickets at the 
will-call window at Memorial Hall. 
Anton is a frequent performer at famous 
night spots such as the Las Vegas MGM 
Grand Hotel, the Riviera Hotel and Atlantic 
City's Regency Hotel She has also hit the 
"Top 10" country music charts with her 
recording of "Killin' Time." 
A sought-after television personality. Anton 
has starred in four NBC musical variety 
specials and the television movie entitled 
"Goldengirl " 
She has made 19 appearances on the 
"Tonight Show" and more than 40 
appearances on "The Merv Griffin Show." 
Anton has been the co-host of the "Mike 
Douglas Show" twice and has made guest 
appearances on numerous television 
specials, including several hosted by Bob 
Hope. 
While she is a multi-faceted talent, Anton 
is perhaps best known as the television 
salesperson for Muriel Cigars and Serta 
Mattresses. 
Anton has recently completed work on her 
first feature film, entitled "The Tournament." 
Her performance will be the seventh 
Parents Day show Previous concerts have 
featured such entertainers as Bob Hope. 
Doc Severinsen, Red Skelton and Victor 
Borge. 
Luncheon and more 
planned for parents 
As a part of the Parents Day celebration, 
the Alumni Association is sponsoring a 
luncheon from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Saturday 
(Nov. 6) in Harshman Cafeteria. Families 
may enter through the double doors facing 
Wooster Street, and faculty and staff 
members will be on hand to greet and talk 
with parents. 
At 12:30 p.m.. a barbershop quartet from 
the Men's Chorus will perform. Then at 1:30 
p.m., it's out to the game where the Falcons 
will host the Ball State Cardinals. 
Following the game, the Commuter Center 
will be hosting an open house and reception 
at the Center. All commuter students and 
their parents are invited to attend 
Also, the Student Recreation Center is 
opening its doors to parents From Friday 
through Sunday, parents will be able to use 
the Center facilities; there will be a 50 cent 
charge. Hours for the Center will be 7 a.m 
to 10 p.m. Friday. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday, 
and noon to 10 p.m. Sunday 
Perils of population is focus for 
United Nations sponsored program 
In recognition of the global impact of the 
population issue. University President Paul 
Olscamp and Bowling Green Mayor Alvin 
Perkins have proclaimed Tuesday (Nov. 2) as 
World Population Day on campus and in the 
city I 
With this proclamation, the University 
becomes one of only 50 colleges and 
universities in the world to hold a World 
Population Day as part of the United Nations 
Program to promote global awareness of the 
consequences ol rapid population growth 
Dr Nafis Sadik, assistant secretary general 
of the United Nations and assistant executive 
director of the UN Fund for Population 
Activities, will give the keynote address for the 
day-long program at a banquet in her honor at 
6:30 pm in the Mileti Alumni Center. 
Bowling Green's program will focus On 
overpopulation as it relates to various aspects 
of human survival and world stability, and six 
faculty members will give papers relating their 
areas of expertise to the issue 
All of these presentations will be held m the 
Alumni Room of the Union and are free and 
open to the public. 
"Population From a Global Perspective" will 
be the theme of the morning session, which will 
open at 9 am with welcoming remarks by Dr. 
Karl Vogt, interim vice president for academic 
affairs, and an introductory address by Dr. 
Werner Fornos. director of the Population 
Action Council in Washington, DC. 
At 9:30 a.m.. Dr Edward Stockwell, a 
professor of sociology, will present his paper 
entitled "World Population Explosion: Causes, 
Consequences and Cures." 
Immediately following at 10 a.m.. Dr Ronald 
Seavoy. a professor of history, will discuss "A 
Reassessment of Thomas R. Maithus and 
Photographic art 
to be on display 
Approximately a dozen black-and-white and 
color commercial and industrial photographs by 
Ted Boehm and Tom Hofbauer will be on 
display beginning Tuesday (Nov. 2) in the Mileti 
Alumni Center Gallery. 
The free exhibit, which will continue through 
Dec 7. can be viewed between 8 a.m. and 5 
p.m. weekdays. 
Boehm. a senior marketing and advertising 
major said the exhibit is a preview to an 
exhibition ol work by the two photographers 
which will be shown early next year on campus 
A freelance photographer for the last four 
years. Boehm has teamed with Hofbauer, a 
University alumnus, to form Boehm, Hofbauer 
and Associates, a new slide production and 
photography firm in Toledo 
Hofbauer has been a freelance graphic artist 
for the last three years and formerly worked for 
the Dana Corporation 
'The Crucible' to be presented Friday 
"The Crucible," based on the Pulitzer Prize winning play by Arthur Miller and winner of the 
1962 New York Critics Circle Citation, will be presented Friday (Nov 5) by the University Opera 
Theatre. 
Curtain time is 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Grzegorz Nowak, the University's director of orchestral activities, is conductor and musical 
director for the production Arvid J. Knutsen. director of opera at the University of South 
Carolina in Greensboro, is guest stage director. 
A powerful drama by American composer Robert Ward with libretto by Bernard Stambler, 
"The Crucible" is set in Salem, Mass.. during the witch hunt ol 1692 Salem's citizens, seeking 
to preserve their community and purge from their midst those suspected of witchcraft, are 
scrutinized in the opera which explores the time honored conllicts of good versus evil and man 
versus society. 
The 16-member cast, in addition to a chorus and full orchestra, is comprised of students in 
the College of Musical Arts. 
Tickets for the production are $1 for students and senior citizens, and $3 lor all others. 
Tickets can be purchased at the Moore Musical Arts Center box office between 10 a.m. and 2 
p.m. weekdays or reserved by calling the 24-hour ticket hotline at 372-0171 
Impending World Famine." 
Population Migration: A Global Perspective" 
will be discussed by Dr Mohan N Shrestha, a 
professor of geography, at 10:30 a.m. 
The theme of the afternoon session, 
"Population Versus Resources." will begin at 1 
p.m. when papers will be presented by three 
University professors. 
At 2 p.m., Dr A. Raj Chowdhury, a professor 
of technology, will present his paper entitled 
"Technology - Population and International 
Development." 
Then, at 2:30 Dr. Sandra Packard, dean of 
the College of Education, will discuss "The 
Impact of Education on Population" 
The final paper will be presented by Dr. V.N. 
Krishnan. a prolessor of economics, who will 
discuss "Economic Correlates of the 
Demographic Change." 
Guests from the United Nations and the 
Population Action Council will be honored at the 
evening banquet in the Mileti Alumni Center. 
Reservation deadlines have been extended and 
can be made by calling the dean's office at the 
College of Education 
Sponsored by the College of Education, the 
College of Arts and Sciences and the Office of 
Academic Affairs, the program is being chaired 
by Chowdhury and Shrestha. 
Meeting to examine 
foreign study options 
If you have ever thought that you might like 
to spend a semester or a year studying in a 
foreign country, then mark Tuesday (Nov. 2) on 
your calendar. 
At 7 p.m. that evening in the International 
Programs Lounge, 17 Williams Hall, an 
informational meeting about all of the 
University's foreign study programs will be held. 
Countries which offer foreign study or 
exchange programs include Germany, France. 
England, Scotland. Japan and Korea  In 
addition, Dr. Edward Shuck, director ot the 
Center for International Student Programs, 
recently returned from a three-week visit to 
Great Britain, where he developed study   . 
opportunities for students 
Many of these programs are available tor the 
spring semester, and all are available (or the 
next academic year 
Never in the history of Bowling Green athletics has so much depended on the events ot just 
two Saturday afternoons 
On Nov 6 and 13, the Falcon football team will play its final two home games. On the field. 
the outcome of those games could decide who will be the Mid American Conference champion 
and who will represent the conference at the second annual California Bowl 
• At the turnstiles, attendance at those two garhes could determine the future of Bowling Green 
and MAC football for many years to come If an average of 17.000 fans attend those last two 
games, the University and the conference have a good chance of regaining Division l-A status, 
complete with all ot the monetary and other benefits that go along with it 
The importance of attendance at this year's games began after the end ot last season when 
the NCAA demoted Bowling Green and the MAC from Division l-A to Division l-AA. 
To regain l-A status, the NCAA ruled that Bowling Green would need to add 5.000 seats to the 
Stadium and would have to average 17.000 paid attendance for the five Falcon home games To 
date, the average is only slightly above that 17.000 mark. 
For the conference to regain l-A status, a total of six MAC schools must meet the 
requirements set down by the NCAA, and, as the season progresses, most agree that Bowling 
Green will be the pivotal school in that quest. 
While not regaining l-A status will certainly be a blow to the pride and prestige of the 
University's football program, the loss of the l-A rating <ould have a dlsasterous effect on the 
financial future of the program. 
The drop in status could mean a reduction In television appearances, and it could make 
scheduling major teams, such as Michigan State, Baylor and North Carolina (schools which 
Bowling Green has played or will play)-more difficult. The loss of television funds could mean 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in lost revenue. 
And the less optimistic MAC football watchers predict that the conterence could dissolve if 
some schools receive a l-A ranking, but the conference remains l-AA. 
For Bowling Green football, this is it-both on the field and in the stands. Tickets for the two 
remaining games can be purchased at the Memorial Hall ticket office on weekdays, or at the 
Stadium the day of the game. 
Theater offers Shaw comedy 
prove that the poor can be bribed and the army 
can be bought. 
Tickets for Major Barbara may be reserved at 
the Main Auditorium Box Office weekdays 
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. or by calling 
372-2719 beginning Thursday 
(Nov. 4) 
Ticket prices are $1 50 for students, $2 50 for 
senior citizens and $3.50 lor all others. 
Leaders needed 
for orientation 
Applications for students interested in serving 
as orientation leaders during next fall's 
freshman orientation program will be available 
beginning Monday (Nov. 1) in the Office of 
Student Organizations and New Student 
Programs, 405 Student Services. 
Applications must be returned by Nov. 10 
When the application is returned, the student 
may then sign-up for an interview. The 
interviews will be held Nov. 14-16, and final 
selections will be made by Dec. 1 
Approximately 200 students are needed 
Students wishing additional intormation should 
contact Gregg DeCrane, director of the 
orientation program, at 405 Student Services 
Election information 
Students who live on campus and are 
registered to vote in this Tuesday's (Nov 2) 
election, may do so at the Northeast Commons. 
Off-campus students who are registered to vote, 
but do not know where their polling place is 
located should contact the Wood County Board 
of Elections, Wood County Courthouse 
All polling places will be open from 6:30 a.m. 
to 7:30 p.m. 
Major Barbara, one of George Bernard 
Shaw's most provocative comedies, will be 
presented by the University Theatre at 8 p.m. 
Nov. 11-13 and Nov. 17-20 in the Main 
Auditorium of University Hall. There will also be 
a 3 p.m. matinee performance on Nov 20. 
Shaw once again turns the world upside- 
down on his audience as we follow munitions 
maker Andrew Undershaft in his holy mission to 
make a shambles of the morality of liberalism 
by proving that a cannon factory will do more 
for the poor than any charity. 
Undershaft, played by Rick Barrows, has 
returned to the family that he put aside twenty 
years ago to find that his wife. Lady Britomart. 
played by Pam Logan, is the same useless 
social charmer that he knew before he left 
Undershaft is also not surprised to find that his 
son Stephen, played by Tim Mellen, has grown 
up to be a fool fit only for politics, or that one ot 
his daughters, Sarah, played by Alice Hirt, 
wants to marry Charles Lomax. played by 
Richard Montefiore,«n even bigger fool than 
Stephen 
However. Undershaft is concerned that 
Barbara, the only member of his family with 
some sense, played by Debbie Krainz. has 
joined the Salvation Army. He vows lo win 
Barbara and her suitor Adolphus Cusins. played 
by Ron Gutherie, away from the charity and 
over to his morality of butter through bullets. 
With checkbook in hand, Undershaft sets out 
for Barbara's Salvation Army Soup Kitchen to 
Karate championship 
to be held in arena 
Karate enthusiasts from throughout the 
midwest will be in Anderson Arena Saturday 
(Oct 30) to participate in the 1982 AKS Karate 
Championships The competiton begins at noon 
with the black belt competition in empty hand 
forms, weapons forms, and fighting. 
Before the afternoon is complete, men, 
women and children of all ages and ranks will 
compete. Admission is $1.50 for students and 
$2 for allothers 
The tournament is being sponsored by the 
University's AKS Karate Club and the Office of 
Continuing Education 
Art prof to discuss 
secrets of the earth 
Archeological excavations in Cornith. Greece, 
which are helping to rewrite history, will be the 
subject lor a lecture by Dr John C. Lavezzi, an 
art historian and associate professor of art at 
the University, at 7:30 p.m. Friday (Nov 12) in 
the Assembly Room of McFall Center. 
Entitled "We Take What the Earth Give Us: 
Insights Into 8.000 Years of History and 
"rehistory," the lecture is free and open to the 
public 
Green Sheet 
Green Sheet Is produced by the 
Bowling Green State University Offlos of 
Public Relations In cooperation with The 
BG. Naws and tha Instructional Media 
Canter. 
The next laaua of Green Shaot will ba 
pubilehed Nov. 12 and will cover avanta 
oceurlng Nov. 16 through Dae. I. TIM 
deadline for submitting Information to 
ba listed In that Issue Is noon 
Wednesday. Nov. 10. 
All avanta must ba submitted In 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, SOS 
Administration Building. In tha avant of 
space limitations, those avanta 
Submitted at tha earliest data will ba 
given preference. 
Senior Maria Clatarlno la serving aa 
aaalatant editor this year; junior Tom 
Hlsak Is serving as calendar editor. 
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Monday 
November 1 
t:30 a.m.-5 p.m. — Sculpture Exhibit 
The works ol Beverly Shankwiler. a University alumna, 
will be on display weekdays through Nov 7 Free and 
open to all Fine Arts Gallery 
8 s.m.-5 p.m. — Orientation Leader Slgn-Upa 
Applications 'or those interested m being an orientation 
leader next tail will be available through Nov 10 405 
Student Services 
11:30 a.m. -Meet 
Si Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin. 
0 p.m. — The Obsidian 
Meeting. Open to all 304 Moseley 
0 p.m. — Commuter Center Reading Series 
MFA student Carl Millholland will read trom his works ol 
liciion Free and open to all Sponsored by the Creative 
Writing Program Commuter Center Lounge. Moseley 
6 p.m. — Marketing Carear Forum 
Jerry Gattozzi trom O'Neil's department store will 
soeak Free and open to all Sponsored by the 
Marketing Club Campus Room. Union 
7 p.m. — Marketing Career Forum 
Cyndy Perry trom the Limited will discuss retailing. Free 
and open to all Sponsored by Ihe Marketing Club Cam- 
pus Room. Union 
7:30 p.m. — Modern German Film Sarlee 
"The Baker's Apprentice" with English subtitles will be 
shown Free and open |o ail Sponsored by the German 
department and UAO Gish Film Theater. Hanna 
7 p.m. — Resident Student Association 
Meeting Open to all Assembly Room. McFall Center 
8 p.m. — Merketlng Career Forum 
Bob Bagno trom Discover Magazine will speak Free 
and open to all Sponsored by the Marketing Club Cam- 
pus Room. Union 
8 p.m. — Phi Beta Lambda 
Initiation tor new members o' this business education 
honor society will be held  Open to all members 
1105 and 1106 Otlenhauer West 
8 p.m. — Marketing Career Forum 
John Adams Irom Widerschein-Slrandberg will speak 
Free and open to all Sponsored by the Marketing Club 
Campus Room. Union 
8:45 p.m. — Stargazing 
Sponsored by the physics and astronomy department 
Open to all Held only when the sky is clear Root. Lite- 
Science 
Tuesday 
November 2 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. — Art Exhibit 
Photographs by Tom Boehm. a senior marketing and 
advertising maior. and Tom Hofbauer. a University 
graduate and freelance graphics artist, will be on 
display weekdays through Dec 7 Mileli Alumni Center 
Gallery 
8 a.m. — World Population Day Lectures 
Dr Karl Vogt. interim vice president tor academic al 
lairs, will give the welcoming address tor this program 
to promote global awareness ol the world's population 
growth Free and ppen to all Alumni Room. Union. 
8:30 a.m. — World Population Day Lecture 
Dr  Edward G Stockweli ol the sociology department. 
will discuss "World Population Explosion Causes. Con- 
sequences and Cures " Free and open to all  Alumni 
Room. Union 
10 a.m. — World Population Day Lecture 
Dr Ronald E Seavoy ot the history department, will 
discuss A Reassessment ot Thomas R Malthus and 
Impending World Famine " Free and open to alt Alumni 
Room  Union 
10:30 a.m. — World Population Day Lecture 
Dr Mohan N. Shrestha ot the geography department, 
will discuss "Population Migration' A Global Perspec- 
tive " Free and open to all. Alumni Room. Union 
11:30 a.m.— Mass 
St Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin 
1:304 p.m. — Coffee Hour 
Sponsored by the Work) Student Association Free and 
open to all  16 Williams Hall 
2 p.m. — World Population Day Lecture 
Dr A Rat Chowdhury ol the technology department. 
will discuss "Technology-Population and International 
Development " Free and open to all. Alumni Room. 
Union. 
2:30 p.m. — World Population Day Lecture 
Dr Sandra Packard dean ol the college ol education. 
will discuss "The Impact ol Education on Population ' 
Free and open to all. Alumni Room. Union. 
3 p.m. — World Population Day Lecture 
Dr VN Knshnan ot the economics department, will 
discuss "Economic correlates ot the Demographic 
Change " Free and open to all. Alumni Room, Union 
4 p.m. — World Population Day Lecture 
Dr Nalis Sadik. assistant secretary-general to the 
United Nations will give the keynote address Free and 
open to all Atumni Room. Union 
0:30 p.m. — World Population Day Banquet 
Dr Nans Sadik. assistant secretary-general to the 
United Nations will be the speaker Open to all those 
who made reservations Milett Alumni Center 
7 p.m. — Bowling Green Peace Coalition 
Meeting. Open to all. Tall Room. Union. 
7 p.m. — Association of People In Communica- 
tions 
Meeting Open lo all 304 Moseley 
7 p.m. — Volleyball 
BGSU vs  University ol Michigan Anderson Arena. 
7 p.m. — Opportunities For Studying Abroad 
Information lor those students wishing to study in 
toreign countries will be presented. Open to all. 17 
Williams. 
7 p.m. — Active Christians Today 
Fellowship meeting   Open  lo all  members   Alumni 
Room, Union. 
7:30 p.m. — Students For Animals 
Meeting Open to all  102 Hanna 
5 p.m, — Pal Chi 
Meeting Open to all members ot this psychology honor 
society Second lloor lounge, Psychology. 
S p.m. — Marketing Club 
Meeting Open to all members. Assembly Room, McFall 
Center. 
S p.m. — Bowling Green 4-H Club 
Meeting Open to all  12 Home Economics Building 
S p.m. — Management Club 
Meeting Open to all 515 Lite-Science 
(:30 p.m. — Sailing Club 
Meeting Open to all 228 Math-Science. 
8:30 p.m. — Panhellenks Council 
Meeting Open lo all. Community Suite, Union 
8:30 p.m. — Christian Science Collage Organiza- 
tion 
Meeting Open to all Fort Room, Union 
Wednesday 
November 3 
1:30-4 p.m. — Coffee Hour 
Sponsored by the World Student Association, Free and 
open to all. 16 Williams. 
3 p.m. — Soccer 
BGSU vs Wooster College Mickey Cochrane Field 
34:30 p.m. — Coffee Hour 
Cotlee and international delicacies will be sold. Spon- 
sored by the French. German and Russian clubs Open 
to all. First lloor lobby, Shatzel 
4:30 p.m. — Biology Seminar 
Dr Peter Grant Irom the University of Michigan s 
biological science department, will discuss 
"Morphological Variation and Natural Selection in Dar- 
win's Finches." Open to all. 112 Lile-Science 
8 p.m. — Marketing Career Forum 
G Mangus trom IBM will discuss sales management 
Free and open to all Sponsored by the Marketing Club 
Campus Room. Union. 
8:30 p.m. — United Chrletlan Fellowship 
Outreach meeting will be nek) Open to all UCF House. 
313 Thurstin 
7 p.m. — Marketing Career Forum 
Bill Kovak Irom Owens-Illinois will discuss sales 
management Free and open to alt Sponsored by the 
Marketing Club Campus Room. Union. 
7:30 p.m. — Undergraduate Alumni Association 
Meeting   Open to all undergraduate students  Mileti 
Alumni Center 
7:30 p.m. — Fellowship of Chrletlan Students 
Meeting Open to all. Prout Chapel. 
8 p.m. — Marketing Career Forum 
Randy Harris trom National Family Opinion will discuss 
marketing research. Free and open to all. Sponsored by 
the Marketing Club Alumni Room. Union 
8 p.m. — Concert 
Tubist Ivan Hammond will present a faculty recital. Free 
and open to all Bryan Recital Halt. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
S p.m. — Envlronmentel Interest Group 
Meeting Open to all  121 Hayes. 
S-10 p.m. — Public Skating 
Students $1 25 with BGSU ID. Skate Rental 50 cents 
Ice Arena. 
8 p.m— Marketing Career Forum 
Michael Bevis from the Huffy Corporation, will discuss 
marketing research Free and open to all Sponsored by 
the Marketing Club Campus Room. Union 
Thursday 
November 4 
Moon — German Club 
Meeting. Open to all Reading Room, 142 Shatzel. 
1:304 p.m. — Coffee Hour 
Sponsored by World Student Association Free and 
open to all. 16 Williams. 
0 p.m. — Spanish Conversation Hour 
Open to all  Mark's Pizza. 523 E. Wooster 
0:30 p.m. — Navigators Christian Fellowship 
Meeting Open to all. 126 West Hall. 
7 p.m. — Volleyball 
BGSU vs Wright State University Anderson Arena 
7:30 p.m. — Campus Cruaede For Christ 
"Thursday Night Live." will be Ihe theme ol the Student 
Christian Fellowship meeting. Free and open to all. 
Town Room, Union 
7:30 p.m. — Accounting Club 
A tall barbeque will be held Open lo all members Nor- 
theast Commons. 
7:30 p.m. — Cempua Bible Study 
Open to all. Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies 212 
McFall Center. 
8 p.m. — UAO Cempus Film 
"Mr Smith Goes to Washington." starring Jimmy 
Stewart, will be shown Free and open to all. Gish Film 
Theater 
8:15 p.m. — CHOICE 
Meeting  Open to all. Religious Education Room  St 
Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin. 
8:30 p.m. — Bible Study 
Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship. Open to all. 
313 Thurstin. 
8:30 p.m. — United Christian Felloswhlp 
Spiritual Growth Group Open to all. 313 Thurstin. 
8:30 p.m. — German Club 
A German Stammtisch will be held Open lo all Myles 
Pizza, 516 E  Wooster 
8:46 p.m. — Stargazing 
Sponsored by the physics and astronomy department 
Open to a" Held only when the sky is clear. Roof Life- 
Science 
Friday 
November 5 
8 p.m. - Ufa Task 
Meeting. Kohl Hall Sanctuary. 
8:30 p.m. — Astronomy Club 
Meeting Open to all. 263 Overman 
12:15 a.m.-1:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
A cheap skate will be held. Admission lor students is 50 
cents with BGSU I D. Ice Arena. 
S p.m. — Swimming 
Men's and women's teams will compete In Ihe Tom 
Stubbs  and BG Relays   Cooper  Pool.  Student  Rec 
Center. 
8-11 p.m. — Fantasy and Wargamlng Society 
Open gaming. Free and open to all. Ohio Suite, Union 
8:30 p.m. — Shabbet Service 
Sponsored  by Ihe Jewish Students Group.  Faculty 
Lounge, Union. 
7 e-m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Neighbors," starring John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd, 
will be shown $1.50 with BGSU I.D. 210 Math-Science. 
7 p.m. — Bible Study 
Sponsored by "Unity," a non-denominational ministry 
104 Business Administration 
7 t.m.-io p.m. — Bee Your Parents 
The Student Rec Center will be hosting various pro- 
grams lor visiting parents. Admission  50 cents tor 
parents. Student Rec Center. 
7:30 p.m. — Hookey 
BGSU at University of Illinois-Chicago 
S p.m. — Opera Production 
"The Crucible." based on the Pulitzer Prize winning 
play by Arthur Miller will be presented. Tickets $1 for 
students and senior citizens. S3 for others Kobecker 
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
B-10 p.m. — Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday, Nov 3 listing 
8 p.m. — UAO Campus Film 
See 7 p.m. Friday. Nov 5 listing 
Saturday 
November 6 
8 a.m.-S p.m. — Rec Your Parents 
The Student Rec Center will be hosting various pro 
grams lor  visiting  parents   Admission 50 cents lor 
parents Student Rec Center 
10 a.m. — Rugby 
Men's A and B teams will compete in Ohio Collegiate 
Finals College Park Field 
11 a.m. — Swimming 
Men's and women's teams will compete in the Tom 
Stubbs and BG Relays Cooper Pool, Student Rec 
Center 
11 e.m. — Croea Country 
Men's team at Mid-American Conference Invitational 
University of Toledo 
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. — Parenta Day Luncheon 
An ala carle luncheon for parents will be held Faculty 
and staff will be present and a barbershop Quartet will 
perform Meal coupons or cash will be accepted. Open 
to all. Harshman Cafeteria. 
1:30 p.m. — Football 
BGSU vs Ball Slate University Stadium 
2-5 p.m. — Sculpture Exhibit 
The works ol Beverly Shankwiler, a Universily alumna, 
will be on display Free and open to all Fine Arts 
Gallery 
2-5 p.m. — Educational Memorabilia Center 
The Little Red Schoolhouse will be open to visitation 
Free and open to all. 
7 p.m— UAO Cempua Film 
See 7 p.m. Friday. Nov. 5 listing 
7:30 p.m. — Hockey 
BGSU at University ot Illinois-Chicago. 
8 p.m. — Parenta Day Concert 
Entertainer Susan Anton will pertorm along with the 
BGSU Jazz Lab Band and The Entertainment Company 
Tickets $8 50 and 15 Doors open at 7 p.m Anderson 
Arena. 
S-10 p.m. — Public Skating 
See 8 p m Wednesday, Nov. 3 listing. 
8 p.m. — UAO Campus Film 
See 7 p.m. Friday, Nov 5 listing. 
Sunday 
November 7 
24:30 p.m. — Hair and Skin Cere Workshop 
Techniques on hair and skin care will be discussed 
Sponsored by the Black Greek Council and Lazarus 
department   stores.   Free  and  open  to   all   Grand 
Ballroom, Union. 
2-5 p.m. — Art Exhibit 
Works of art by various faculty members will be on 
display weekends through Dec 5 Free and open to all 
McFall Center Gallery 
2-5 p.m. — Educational Memorabilia Center 
The Little Red Schoolhouse will be open for visitation 
Free and open lo all 
2-5 p.m. — Sculpture Exhibit 
See 2 pm. Saturday, Nov 6 listing 
3 p.m. — Concert 
The men's and women's choruses will perlorm Free 
and open lo all Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
3:30-5:30 p.m. — Public Skating 
See 8pm  Wednesday. Nov 3 listing 
4 p.m. — UAO Cempua Film 
"La Cage Aux Folles II" will be shown $1 50 with BGSU 
ID 210 Math Science 
5 p.m. — Soccer 
BGSU at Xavier University (Cincinnati) 
6 p.m. — Kappa Delta PI 
A meeting and initiation of new members will be held 
Jane Roberts, an instructor of English, will discuss 
"Freedom in Education " Open to all members and 
guests ot this Education honor society Campus Room. 
Union. 
84 p.m. — Dance and Drama Interpretation 
A program of poetry, music and interpretive dance will 
be presented Sponsored by the Black G'eek Council 
and Minority Student Activities  Free and open to all 
Grand Ballroom, Union 
7 p.m. — UAO Campus Film 
See 4pm Sunday, Nov 7 listing 
7:30 p.m. — Scuba Club 
Meeting Open to all Cooper Pool. Student Rec Center 
S p.m. — Concert 
The Univenty String Trio will perform. Free and open to 
all Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
8 p.m. — UAO Campus Rim 
See 9 p.m. Sunday. Nov 7 listing 
Monday 
November 8 
S s.m.-5 p.m. — Art Exhibit 
Works ot art by various laculty members will be on 
display weekdays through Dec 5. Free and open to all. 
McFall Center Gallery 
S a.m.4 p.m. — Laser Photography Sole 
Laser photography prints will be sold. Sponsored by the 
UAO Exhibits Committee Lobby. Union. 
S p.m. — The Obsidian 
Meeting Open to all. 304 Moseley 
7 p.m. — Reeldent Student Association 
Meeting. Open to all Assembly Room, McFall Center 
7:30 p.m. — Modern German Film Series 
"Strongman Ferdinand" wilh English subtitles will be 
shown. Free and open to all. Sponsored by the German 
department and UAO. Gish Film Theater. Hanna 
7:30 p.m. — Square Dance Club 
Polka, line dancing and square dancing will be taught 
Sponsored by the Footloose Falcon Square Dance 
Club. Free and open lo all  118 Eppler Center 
8:15 p.m. — Interfreternrty Council 
Meeting Open to all Assembly Room, McFall Center 
8:45 p.m. — Stargazing 
Sponsored by the physics and astronomy department 
Open to all Held only when the sky Is clear Root. Lite- 
Science 
Tuesday 
November 9 
3 a.m.4 p.m. — Laaer Photography Sale 
See 9 a.m. Monday. Nov 8 listing 
1:304 p.m. — Coffee Hour 
Sponsored by World Student Associstion Free and 
open to all  16 Williams. 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU at Miami University (Oxlord) 
7 p.m. — Association of People In Communica- 
tions 
Meeting Open to all 304 Moseley. 
7 p.m. — Active Christiana Today 
Fellowship meeting Open to an members Alumni 
Room. Union 
7:30 p.m. — Criminal Justice Organization 
Fred Ray ol the Swanion police department will speak 
Open to all  110 Business Administration 
8 p.m. — Social Justice Committee 
Dr Ben Muego. assistant professor ot political science 
will speak A slideshow entitled "Whose Budget is it 
Anyways?" will also be presented Free and open to all 
204 Moseley 
8 p.m. — Manegement Club 
Meeting Open lo ail 515 Life-Science 
S p.m. - Life Talk 
Meeting Kohl Hall Sanctuary 
8:30 p.m. — Sailing Club 
Meeting Open to all. 228 Math-Science 
8:30 p.m. — Astronomy Club 
Meeting Open lo all 263 Overman. 
8 p.m. — Panhellenlc Council 
Meeting Open to all Community Suite. Union 
8:30 p.m. — Christian Science College Organiza- 
tion 
Meeting Open lo all Fort Room, Union 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
November 11 
S a.m.4 p.m. — Laaer Photography Sale 
See 9am Monday Nov 8 listing 
Moon — German Club 
Meeting Open to all Reading Room  142 Shalzel. 
1:304 p.m. — Coffee Hour 
Sponsored by Work) Student Association Free and 
open to all  16 Williams 
2 p.m. — Soccer 
BGSU vs University of Evansville Mickey Cochrane 
Field 
S p.m. — Spanish Conversation Hour 
Open to all Mark s Pizza 523 E  Wooster 
8:30 p.m. — Navigators Christian Fellowahlp 
Meeting Open to all  126 West Hall 
7 p.m. — Prayer and Praise Saaalon 
Sponsored by "Unity." a non-denominational ministry 
Free and open to all 303 West Hall. 
7:30 p.m. — Authors Reception 
A reception honoring recent University authors and 
editors will be held Sponsored by Friends ol the Library 
and the Center lor Archival Collections Free and open 
to all. Room 150. Library 
7:30 p.m. — Amnesty International 
Meeting  Open to all  Upper Room. St  Thomas More 
Church. 425 Thurstin 
7:30 p.m. — Cempua Bible Study 
Open to all  Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies  212 
McFall Center 
7:30 p.m. — Cempua Crusade For Christ 
"Thursday Night Live." will be the theme ol Ihe Student 
Christian Fellowship meeting Free and open to all  115 
Business Administration 
S p.m. — University Theater Production 
George Bernard Shaw's 'Maior Barbara" will be 
presented Tickets $1 50 sludents. $2 50 senior citizens 
and S3 50 for others Main Auditorium. University Hall 
8 p.m. — Concert 
A graduate student recital featuring the works ol Bach. 
Mendelssohn and Haydn will be presented. Free and 
open to all   Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
S p.m. — UAO Campus Film 
"A Night at tho Bijou." featuring a series of 1939 litms 
will be shown Free and open to all Gish Film Theater. 
8:15 p.m. — CHOICE 
Meeting Open to all Religious Education Room. St. 
Thomas More Church. 425 Thurstin. 
8:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship Open to all 
313 Thurstin 
8:30 p.m. — German Club 
A German Stammitsch will be held Open to all. Myles 
Pizza. 516 E Wooster 
8:45 p.m. — Stargazing 
Sponsored by the physics and astronomy department 
Open to all Held only when the sky is clear Roof. Life- 
Science 
Friday 
November 12 
November 10 
8 a.m.4 p.m. — Laaer Photography Sale 
See 9am Monday. Nov 8 listing 
1:304 p.m. — Coffee Hour 
Sponsored by the World Student Association Free and 
open to all  16 Williams 
4:30 p.m. — Biology Lecture 
Dr H C Chiang ol the University ol Minnesota will lec- 
ture on midge swarming behavior Free and open to all 
112 Life-Science 
5 p.m. — Orientation Leader Slgn-Upa 
Deadline lor- epplicetiene ler-those interested in being 
an orientation leader next fall  interviews will be held 
Nov  14-16 405 Student Services 
6:30 p.m. — United Chrletlan Fellowahlp 
Outreach meeting will be held. Open to all UCF House. 
313 Thurstin 
7:30 p.m. — French Club 
A cheese londue will be held Open to all Admission $1 
lor members. $1 50 tor non-members French House 
7:30 p.m. — Tax Clinic 
Dr Larry Kowalski. assistant prolessor of accounting 
and MIS. will discuss "Tax Compliance. Planning and 
Research " Sponsored by the Accounting Club Free 
and open to all Alumni Room. Union. 
7:30 p.m. — Fellowahlp of Christian Students 
Meeting Open to all Prout Chapel 
5 p.m. — Campus Rim 
"The Haunting" will be shown Sponsored by the 
English department. Free and open to all Gish Film 
Theater. Hanna. 
3 p.m. — Concert 
Andras Szentkiraiyi will present a composition  Free 
and open to all Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
6 p.m. — Environmental Intereat Group 
Meeting Open to all  121 Hayes 
8-10 p.m. — Public Skating 
See 8pm Wednesday Nov 3 listing 
8 a.m.4 p.m. — Laaer Photography Sale 
See 9am Monday Nov 8 listing 
10 e.m. — Board of Trustees 
Meeting Open to all Assembly Room  McFall Center 
4 p.m. — Swimming 
Women's  team vs   Unrventy o' Tennessee   Cooper 
Pool Student Rec Center 
8 p.m. — Volleyball 
BGSU   at   Mid-American  Conference  Championship 
(Ohio University. Athensl 
8-11 p.m. — Fantaay and Wargemlng Society 
Open gaming Free and open to all Ohio Suite. Union. 
6:30 p.m. — Shabbet Service 
Sponsored  by  the  Jewish Students Group   Faculty 
Lounge. Union 
7 p.m. — UAO Cempus Rim 
Rich and Famous" starring Jacqueline Bisset and 
Candice Bergen wilt be shown $1 50 with BGSU I D 
210 Math-Science 
7 p.m. — Bible Study 
Sponsored by "Unity." a non-denominational ministry 
104 Business Administration 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs Ohio State University Ice Arena 
7:30 p.m. — Art Lecture 
Dr John C Lavezzi an art historian and archeoiogist 
will present a lecture entitled. "We Take What the Earth 
Gives Us Insights Into 8.000 Years ol History and Pre- 
History Free and open to an Assembly Room. McFall 
Center 
8 p.m. — University Theater Production 
See 8pm Thursday Nov  11 listing. 
3 p.m. — UAO Campus Rim 
See 7 p m  Fridav  Nov  12 listing 
Midnight — UAO Campua film 
Nice Dreams starring Cheech and Chong. will be 
shown Si 50 with BGSU I D Math-Science. 
Saturday 
November 13 
11 e.m. — Volleyball 
BGSU al Mid-American Conference Championship 
(Ohio University. Athensl 
11 a.m. — Croaa Country 
Men's and women's teams at NCAA District 4 Meet 
(Purdue University. West Lalayetle. Ind.) 
11 a.m.-l p.m. — Handicapped Clinic 
Open 10 all assigned volunteers 201 Hayes 
1:30 p.m. — Football 
BGSU vs Eastern Michigan University Stadium 
2-5 p.m. — Educatlonel Memorabilia Center 
The Lilt'e Red Schoolhouse will be open lor visitation 
Free and open to all 
5:30-7:15 p.m. — Beat OSU Pre-Game Hockey 
Party 
A pre-game party will be held for all BGSU alumni and 
fans  S8 cost includes beer, snacks and a reserved 
seat ticket Registration lorms available at Mileli 
Alumni Center Holiday Inn. 328 W Lane. Columbus 
7 p.m. — UAO Campua Rim 
See 7pm Friday. Nov  12 listing 
7:30 p.m. — Hockey 
BGSU at Ohio State University (Columbus) 
8 p.m. — University Theater Production 
See 8pm Thursday. Nov 11 listing 
8-10 p.m. — Public Skating 
See 8pm Wednesday. Nov 3 listing 
3 p.m  — UAO Campua Rim 
See 7 p.m  Friday. Nov  12 listing 
Midnight — UAO Campus Rim 
See Midnight Friday. Nov 12 listing 
Sunday 
November 14 
10 a.m. 2 p.m. — Happening Clinic 
Free and open to all Sponsored by the UAO Outdoor 
Recreations Committee and the Army ROTC. Sign-up 
in UAO ottice. third lloor. Union 
1:30 p.m. — Cempua Bridge Club 
Fall matches will be held $1.25 admission Open lo 
all Bring a partner or one will be arranged lor you. 
Ohio Suite Union 
2-5 p.m. — Educatlonel MemorabWa Center 
The Little Red Schoolhouse will be open lor visitation 
Free and open to all 
3 p.m. — Concert 
The University Symphony Orchestra will perlorm 
Free and open to all  Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
3:30-5:30 p.m. — Public Skating 
See 8 p.m Wednesday. Nov 3 listing 
7:30 p.m. — Scuba Club 
Meeting Open to all Cooper Pool. Student Rec 
Center 
S p.m. — Concert 
The University Jazz Lab Bands will perform. Free and 
open to all Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
S-10 p.m. — Public Skating 
See 8pm Wednesday. Nov 3 listing 
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The Mett 085/096 lecture schedule 
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l*on. Tun  Wed  Thurs  Time. 
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The lectures are given 1 room 330 
Mam Science Buaaing 
Donation! being accepted lor the 
Fetct family lire tragedy at Found- 
era Front DeW. 
MANAGEMENT CLUB MEETING. 
NOV. t AT 1:00. QUEST SPEAK Eft: 
IVAN 00HE. EXECUTIVE VICE 
PRESIDENT COOPER Tint SIS 
LIFE SCIENCE BLDG. 
MUMS FOP. MOMIH 
NSSLHA W* take oroora tor "Parents 
Weekend" mume Thura.. Oct 28 and 
Fri . Oct 29 Irom 10-2 in South HM 
Yellow mum. brown and orange rt> 
bon. BGSU in gold Detvery Fri. Nov 
5  S2 00 
SHE1A 
IS 
COMING" 
Alpha Xl's. It's Hatoween weekend 
and you know what thai means It's 
time tor our wad and outrageous 
ilatoattn tee. We are anxtousty 
waning lor Friday so we can get crazy 
with you Gel ready lor the bed tea 
you 1 have al semester The brothers 
o'ThetaChl  
ATTENTION All CAMPUS- 
HALLOWEEN   IS  COMING.   LOOK 
OUT FOP. THE CAN BANDITS.AT- 
TENTION ALL CAN BANDITS. THE 
OWEAT ESCAPE IS NEAPI  
AT THE DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNA- 
MENT. KAPPA SKJS WILL REALLY 
RATE. CUZ WE'RE YOUR 
COACHES a WE THINK YOU'RE 
GREAT' LOVE. USA « UNOA 
AXO's. Gel peyched lor voesyual 
We're behind you si the way. Love 
DZ Coaches MKheki and Sandy 
AXO's— ORAFFrm WILL BE THE 
WORD, * TWISTER WILL BE AB- 
SURD! GET PSYCHEOI LOVE. THE 
UOMACHI'S-  
BABYCAKES ARE YOU PSYCHED 
FOR AN UNFOFtQETABLE NITE. OR 
WHAT? HOW ABOUT A UTTLE OF 
BOTH' LOVE YOUR KD PUNK 
Tour to Wall Straetl 
Nov 8th. 7pm meet In room 127 
Tech Btdg Trans provided Soon- 
aored by VCTO  
LOST AND FOUND 
Found Bet camera case in Oak 
Grove Cam Slop by the olfice in 
cemelery 
BAGELS BAGELS BAGELS 
JACKS BAKERY 
354-1001 
(across from Harshman) 
Hra M-F 8-10 Sat A Sun 9-10 
BAGELS BAGELS BAGELS 
Found  Necklace-Scon Hamilton (1st 
1110-2182 cal 362-8883 
SERVICES OFFERED 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 A.M. 10:00 P.M. 
1-StXM3t-B03. 
Astrology  cherts  drawn  and   vtter- 
preled Cat1364-1367  
Expert Typing 
Reasonable Rales 
Cal 352-7305 attar 5pm 
MR. O.J. ENTERTAINMENT 
Parties. Weddings. Dances 
1-537 8723 
PftOFESSrONAL   TYPING:   OSSER 
TATION. THESIS. ETC 352-0635 
Earty abortion. Pregnancy Tests. 
Birth Control Cat Toledo Medical 
Services. 1418)885-5700  
PERSONAL 
MONDAY MADNESS 
MONDAY MADNESS 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
352-1539 
Alpha Chi Omegas-will trench toast 
ever be the same after "ex cook" 
Cindy a let's eat Susi turned the 
spatulas to last lap Use. sleepy Cindy 
ft loss 'em Deb Hoty "where does 
this go?" Unda watch the door 
Couldn't have done it without al your 
help a the eggman' Lotsa Love. 
Sunshine A Alpha Chi Omega Cheer 
Me 
Alpha Qam's. Be prepared tor a 
frightening experience tonight at 
the Phi Teu. See ye there! The PM 
Taus 
Alpha Phi's. Get reedy to make it two 
years in a row at the tournament Get 
p iyched lor voleybal' We know you 
can do it1 Love your DZ coaches Amy 
and MarySue  
Alpha Srgs1 Get psyched lor the V 
bsi tournament This year we w* be 
'1   Love  Your Coaches 
BELINDA ALFP.EY 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LITTLE. 
I HOPE ITS THE GREATEST YET" 
XI LOVE AMD MINE ALWAYS. 
 YOUR mo 
BETAS: GET PSYCHED TO SET, 
BUMP. > SPIKE AT THE DZ VOL- 
LEYBALL TOURNAMENT GOO0 
LUCK ' LOVE YOUR 0Z COACHS. 
MfCHSLE A WENDY  
Beverly Boo Boo, We have the cra- 
nes! cook on campus Love the 
sisters ol Kappa D PS You're Arod 
Boo. Boo. Boo. Buy a tlaebwean 
sucker from a Phi Mu. Mu. Mu Only 
38'. al proceeds w* be donated to 
PROJECT HOPE  
Brathaus 
Friday Afternoon Happy Hours 3-8 
llsoowien Happy Hours (Saturday) 
 Al Nigh! Long  
B.O.W., Fantastic fob ok) Kappa 
Sigma Executive Council. Good luck 
new EC!  
PURCELL S BIKE SHOP 
FEATURING PEUGEOT BIKES 
131 W WOOBTERST 
 352-6264  
CHI OS-FRIDAY NIGHT WAS TOO 
DEVIANTI WE'LL HAVE TO DO IT 
AGAIN. LOVE. THE SIGMA CHI'S. 
Chi OS Gel psyched to win the DZ 
Voleybal Tournament  DZ Coaches. 
Luann a Juke  
CHI O's. prepare youraefves tor a 
Hatoween blow out tonight Grab 
your moat outrageous coalumes A 
hop aboard the Kappa Sigma party 
but 10 the ALAMO tor happy hours 
After a lew spirits, gel ready lor more 
Hatoween festivities The Kappa Srgs 
are tul of tricks a treats so get ready 
Chi O's for s greet tea tonight The 
Brothers of Kappa Sigma 
CONGRATULATIONS Kappa Sigma 
Soccer Team on a very successful 
season Good Luck Sigma Ctx's in the 
finest The Brothers ol Kappa Sigme 
CONGRATULATIONS TO CARIN 
PEIRCE ON YOUR "CHI O - SfG 
EP PINNING TO JOHN! WE NOW 
KNOW WHY NEW JERSEY SOUNDS 
SO GOOD LOTS OF LOVE AND 
LUCK TO BOTH OF YOU1 LOVE. 
YOUR CHI OMEGA SISTERS. 
CONGRATULATIONS DAN a STACY 
ON YOUR SIGMA CHI-ALPHA PHI 
LAVAUERING THOSE THURSDAY 
NIGHTS MUST HAVE PAID OFF1 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI 
COIvOitATULATIONS TO DIANE 
FRAZIER ON YOU CHI O- ALPHA 
SIG. PINNING TO CHRIS O'CONNOR' 
KEEP YOUR RADIO ON AND KEEP 
THAT TWINKLE IN YOU EYESi BEST 
OF LUCK TO BOTH OF YOU LOVE. 
YOUR CHI O SISTERS  
CONOAATOLATtONS AND A MO 
PHI ALPHA TO THOSE OVER- 
WHELMrNO IMPRESSIVE SIGMA 
ALPHA EPSR.ON UNKSTERS. FRA- 
TERNITY OOLF CHAMPIONS FOR 
THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE 
YEAR. 
Customlied T-Shlrti * Jersey• for 
your group or organization 
Lowest PriceeFast Deatvery. 
Cs« J«n>»>7011      . 
Dana, I'm having so much tun. It's too 
bad we're almost done I fuel want to 
ssy to you, no matter how our team 
may do, as a co-coach and friend. 
you're  number  one.   DZ  love  and 
mere, Laura. 
Dolts-Do It! Let's have a victory at 
the DZ Voeaybal Tournament' Good 
luck.   Love   your  Coaches    Sloan. 
Unda, a Patty.  
Dane SheUrk* 
Formerly of Command Performence 
It now with First Edition. Cal her al 
354-1477  
Don't miss Andy Warhol s 
"FRANKENSTEIN" Sunday 31. HAL- 
LOWEEN NfQHT-210 Math Set. 
showings at 9 a 11pm.. Come see 
the "asxleet a goriest" tarns ever 
made! Your St.60 ccritjlrxrtion w# 
heap in our effort lor the severely 
handicapped. PUSH-Play Units 
For The Severely Hendlcepped. 
DU'S, II reefy has been fun coaching 
you guys this peel week. We with 
you luck In the DZ Voeaybal Tourna- 
ment and want a win Love. Your 
coaches. Psm snd Lease P.S If you 
wsl, ws wi make more cookies 
DZ Michete YankovKn. I apprectete 
you and thank you for being the beat 
pledge   Mom'    You've   helped   so 
much Love. Sandy  
Garry Restlto-Meetfng you at the 
Stg Ep house was the happiest 
moment of my life! Happy 20th 
Birthday! Saturday night Is going to 
be a 'purple-less' celebratlonl Grr- 
Beer you're the sweetest I I Love 
You Forever! Laura. 
P.S. I need e hug!  
Get ready Phi Delts. only 1 more day 
t» the 0Z Voleybal tournament Good 
Luck, we know you can do II! Love 
DZ Voleybal Coaches. Lou i LinOii 
GOOD LUCK ALPHA GAMMA 
DELTA VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS IN 
THE DELTA ZETA TOURNAMENT' 
YOUR ALPHA GAMMA SISTERS 
Good Luck Kappa Sigma Voteybal- 
lert in the DZ voleybal loumy. The 
Sctwtgmas wil dominate as always 
The Brothara  
Good luck to all DZ and to all the 
teema In this years volleyball tour- 
nament   Get psyched lor enother 
successful lournamonlt  
Great fob Mate and George on an- 
other Kappa Sigma Tennis victory. 
Let's bring home the gold on Tues- 
day The Brothera  
Hatoween Bleat 
WFAL 
Sunday Oct. 31 
8 p m -Closing 
 Dress for Prizes'  
Hatoween Shop - Gel those BSI 
minute perry supples and masks See 
today s ad lor discount  
H.Uoween i..t. 
Sunday, October 31. 3:30 p m. to 
5:30 p.m. and 8-10 p.m. Wear t 
mask or costume snd skate tor 50'. 
Hatoween Trip to 0 U wH truly be an 
expenence-the   "MAOtC   BUS"   la 
South Bound'  
Happy Birthday Peggy 
From your friends 
Drink another one tor us' 
•"HAPPY HOUR"' 
NOON TIL NINE MTWTRFS 
•"HOLIDAY INN-" 
Happy 20th Birthday DARLA* 
Have a great day al WTOL 
and have e great weekend 
at OWo U. Love always ALFALPHA 
Hey Alpna Chit. Who's kioovV hugh. 
huh'? Thanks lor a wild lime lest Sat. 
night Sign Hugh Helner  
HEY DO'S AND SIGMA NU'll 
GET READY FOR A FRIGHTENING 
GOOD TIME AT THE HALLOWEEN 
TEA. 
ELY WOMAN It 18 today, legal m 
N Y. tor how long? Good thing you go 
to Cornel' Love, Me-2  
FRIDAY ANO SATURDAY AT COL- 
LEGE STATION-LADtES NIGHT' 
8 p.m.-1 Op m. CONDUCTORS 
SPECIALS EVERY HOUR ON THE 
HOUR 8.p.m.-11.pm   LOCATED IN 
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA        
GAMMA IOTA SIGMA 
SPEAKER 
MtKE JURSK 
Dtetrkct Director ol 
Ohio Bureau ot Worker's Compensa- 
tion 
 Tuesday, Nov. I  
GAMMA PHI BETA'. 
Good Luck In the DZ Volleyball 
Tournemenl. Your coaches are be- 
hind you all the way. Show that 
Gamma Phi Beta Splrlt-Your 
ooechoa Elton A Triah.  
Hey Sigma Chit: Gel ready to gal 
twieled up with the Alpha Chi's I 
We're going to spin you al night long' 
Love, The Alpha Chi's  
II you ske Rock a Ftol. 
Bofangles Is where it's at! 
JAYCEE HAUNTED HOUSE 
OLD KROGER STORE 
OCTOBER 29 A 30 
7 00 PM-MIDNIGHT 
Jeff. George a Carson. KD Road 
Ratty la almost here' Do you have 
your road maps reedy'? Aesa. Shane. 
t nobocce 
Jeffrey C. 
I've had a greet time pitying cards, 
dancing, and getting beck echee 
with you! What's next? Thanx for 
Ihe terrific times! Happy Hallow- 
een! Love A Kleeee The Oumper. 
P.S. Does your mother know where 
you are?  
JOHN K. HARTMAN 
•or 
STATE SCHOOL BOARO 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI 
HALLOWEEN PARTY, 
SUN0AY NIGHT AT UPTOWN 
 1 1 30 PM ■ 2 AM  
KAPPA SIGMA CRUSH PARTY la 
coming   WI you be a Kappa Sig 
Cruah?  
Kappa Sigt. Corigratulaboria on be- 
coming soccer division Champa  The 
Brothers ol SAE  
KAPPA SrGS — OUR ANNUAL HAL- 
LOWEEN   TEA  IS   ONLY   A  FEW 
HOURS    AWAY   GET    PSYCHED 
FOR A BEWITCHING EVENING WTTH 
THE SISTERS OF CHI OMEQAI 
KAREN PANNUNZrO 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
GET  PSYCHED FOR THE  WEEK- 
END' LOVE THE GROUP 
KD Hane. Put your worrtea berand 
you snd gel ready lor a great time 
tonight No chicken please I promise 
you won'l be embarrassed  
Kan and Joe Congratulations on your 
pinning! And you said you wouldn't 
have a candle passing before you 
graduated' AX Love and Mane. Your 
OranLa  
Kan Henna Whal a shocker!! Your 
AJpha Chi Sellers ware reefy aur- 
prised when that candle wea blown 
out before our eyes Congralulalions 
on your Alpha Clu • Bela Pinning to 
Joe. Love. The AXO's  
LAMB0A CHI ALPHA 
CONGRATULATIONS ON A HARD 
FOUGHT SOCCER VICTORY. 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NO. 
Lambda Chi's Oust oft those shelves. 
because we're gonna bring home Ihe 
trophy    on    Saturday!    Your    DZ 
Coaches  
Leake James. I'm so glad we're 
"finally sisters"! You're doing e 
fantastic fob as Pledge claaa presi- 
dent t president ol NMPCI Keep 
Smillnl Delta Zata Love. Marianne. 
Little Heidi Hoke. I am so proud lo be 
your big I Gel psyched lor plenty of 
great times xi Delta Gamma The best 
is yet lo come . UTB, Big Sherry. 
Little Tau's. The Toga party lest 
Friday was great! What a success! 
Also   congretulstlom   to   both   'LH 
Tau Football leamt.. (is there a 
dynasty In the making?) Your Phi 
Tau Bros' 
Little Tish. Whet a surprise when I got 
you There are so many great tariea 
ahead as big and little. I wish you al 
the happiness I can give you. for you 
don't know what you have already 
given me Gamma Phi Love and 
Mine"! Big Amy 
••••SSAMA***' 
YOU HAD ME CLUELESS UNTIL 13. 
THEN THE RUN TO 3RD FLOOR 
SEEMED LIKE ETERNITY. WHEN 
THE DOOR OPENED A I SAW YOUR 
FACE. I KNOW MY WISH WAS 
GRANTED—I WAS IN THE RIGHT 
PLACE HERE'S TO ALL THE GOOD 
TIMES WHICH LIE AHEAD. MY NEW 
BIO'S THE 0REATEST-WHAT 
MORE CAN BE SAID! LOVE. YOUR 
00 LrTTLE-QWPt 
MATT and KAREN 
CONGRATULATIONS 
on your engagement 
With Lore. The REL. 
valMAX - HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
GET READY 4 A   WICKED" GOOD 
TIME LOVE, YOUR BEST PUTA 
MONDAY MADNESS 
2 lor 1 
Buy any 16" pizza A get an 
Identical small pizza FREE 
Domino's Pizza 
352-1539 
MOVIE - MOVIE - MOVIE 
UAO and PI KAPPA PHI present: 
Andy Warhol's. Frankenstein" Hal- 
loween Night it's s "Thnasr"and a 
Crveer" and your S1 50 donation 
can make many lives, seem a lot 
brighter. Come help us help the 
severty hsrKlicapoad 
PI KAPPS PHI P U.S.H. PROJECT 
Nancy Toth: Congratulations on your 
Alpha CM - Deft (Miami Urn) brvaker- 
mg  to Wees   Best Wishes   Love. 
Your Alpha Chi Ststora  
Phi 0e>a. Good Luck on the 
neewoash beer bleat From the FUIS 
PM KAPPA TAU 
"GET PSYCHED TO SPIKE'" 
WIN THE DZ TOURNY' 
LOVE YOUR COACHES. 
 KAREN AND AMY  
PHI TAUS: UTTLE DEVILS WILL BE 
FOUND TONIGHT WHEN THE AL- 
PHA GAMS COME AROUND SO 
GET READY FOR THE BEST TEA IN 
TOWN' TRICK OR TREAT?  
PI KAPPA PHI and UAO preterit - 
Andy   Warhols     FRANKENSTEIN 
Hatoween night-showings St 9 and 
11 PM In 210 MSC Come see the 
YJorxatJ'' and "Sexxset" Frankenstein 
ot them al   Be there!  
PI KAPPA PHI 
PI KAPPA PHI 
PI KAPPA PHI 
PI KAPPA PHI 
PI KAPPA PHI 
 SORRY TC  
"PI KAPPA PHI/MAIN ST ARM 
WRESTUNG CHAMPIONSHIP" Sign 
up at your dorm front desk, the 
Student Rec Center. Eppler South 
Gym. or Main St. Who are the 
STRONGEST MEN" m 8.0 ? 
PI KAPPA PHI a MAIN ST present 
that- "1st Annual Arm Wreimng 
Championahip " Preama-8.00 Mon 
Nov. I xi the Mid Am Room. There's 
plenty ol munchies A lots ol action! 
Don't miss it PUSH —Play Unite 
lor the Severely Handicapped 
"Pt KAPPA PHI PUSH WEEK '82" 
Won't you please help us help them? 
The severely htndicappod need a 
special PUSH"  
PI KAPPA PSI GET PSYCHED FOR 
SATURDAY. CUS THE DZ VOLLEY- 
BALL TOURNEY IS ON ITS WAY GO 
TEAM"! LOVE, CHERI A BETH. 
Plan now lor your future coeage 
financing For xiformalion write: COL- 
LEGE SCHOLARSHIP SEARCH. 
OEPT BG. 7674 COOLEY RO  RA- 
VENNA. OHIO 44266  
' "HOLIDAY INN'" 
LIVE BAND—DANCE 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL NIGHT THURSDAY 
MONDAY MADNESS 
I tori 
Buy tny 16" pizza A gat an 
Identical smell pizza FREEI 
ootemo's PIZZA 
352-1539 
MONDAY MADNESS 
MONDAY MADNESS 
DOMINO S PIZZA 
352-1539 
Problems with your APPLE B pro- 
grama? Experienced programmer 
wflh HM ol satisfied "clients ", will 
write programa for t negotlaOla tee. 
372-3945 Leave name and «   Will 
epstteei ray.  
PURCELL S BIKE SHOP 
X-COUNTRY    SKI    SALES    ANO 
RENTAL   131   W   W0OSTER  ST 
 352-6264  
The FUIS would ske to thank me* 
pledge claaa for being the beet one 
pooamsHI  
Keep the good work up 
FUI Pledge caste  
Raymond P. ANckkvy. Happy Birth- 
day to my favorite Sweetie. Hope 
your 19th B.D. Is the beet ever! 
Maybe ft you're lucky we'll have a 
tog Mac attack. Love you. Mary Cay. 
RUSSELL'S SWEATS 
$1050 
Rec Center-Pro Shop  
SHELLY TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT 
THAT YOU FIND OUT WHO I 
REALLY AM I'M PROUD TO HAVE A 
UTTLE UKE YOU   PHI  PSI LOVE 
AND MINE BIG?  
Sag Epa-Thanka for helping us with 
our surprise to our sistera. AXO 
octhree. weren't you the "lucky 
ones" to snare the secret. The Slg 
Epe look to their heart to make ft 
"hurt   eo   good''-Love,   your   Fall 
Pledges.  
Stoms Chi's 
The Alpha CM'a are peyched to be 
twitting with you tonight. And don't 
forget the rest ot the weekend el 
O.U.-Hopefully there won't be any 
sudden stops"! Love, The Alpha 
Chi Omega'a.  
SIGMA CHI VOLLEYBALL TEAMS 
STRIKE TWICE ON SATURDAY I 
GOOD LUCK — YOUR DZ 
COACHES. DEWSE ANO ABBY. 
Sigma Nu's. The sailers ol Delts 
Gamme are excited for a super tee 
this evening! So grab your costumes, 
and get ready for Ihe best Hatoween 
Party1 Love, The 0 G s  
SKI CLUB IF THE PARTIES IN BG 
ARE FUN. CAN YOU IMAGINE HOW 
FUN THE WILD WEST PARTIES IN 
STEAMBOAT ARE GOING TO BE 
THINK SNOW' SKI YA SOON. YU- 
KON;  
SLUDS S DUDS Tsk-Tek is watching 
you. Look tor your word'  
Beer Blast Tonight 
Danes to Rock. Disco, snd Funk 
 Main ST. 362-3703  
Hey Andy. Brian F . Jack. Tim. and 
Rudy- REV up your engines, he 
Kappa Delta Road Rely la just hours 
away We will DRIVE you wild" 
SUE WHAT WOULO SHARON 
THINK ABOUT ALL THE ILLEGAL 
ALCOHOL YOU HAVE CONSUMED 
IN YOUR 20 YRS HAVE A LEGAL 
DRINK TONIGHT! HAPPY 21ST 
BIRTHDAY    SUE    LOVE    YOUR 
ROOMMATES  
THE BROTHERS OF 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Good times we shere ere endless, 
Wa laugh and we drink... 
We laugh and wa dance... 
Oh laugh and we live 
Our house Is e very, very, very, fine 
house. 
 Signed V.O. A B.L.  
Theta Chi's. get psyched for t victory 
al the V B tourney on Sat! Your DZ 
coaches. Lisa  Karen, and DeOOie 
TO "JAMES T MCCOY 
WE DONTGET MAD. 
WE GET EVEN!" 
LOVE. KAREN ANO CHRISTY 
P S   YOU TOO FRED B   HONEY 
WELL' 
P.8.S. YOU TOO FRANK RUTLER' 
TO LOUIE (THE BIRD) ANO HIS 
TRUSTY COMPANION: THE DEAL 
WAS I WAS TO SCRATCH YOUR 
BACK AND YOU WERE TO FIX ME A 
DRINK WITH CANADIAN CLUB 
WELL YOUR END OF THE DEAL 
WAS FULFILLED BUT YOU GAVE 
ME YOUR DRINK ANO I DIDN'T 
EVEN DRINK ANY OF IT (WHO'S 
FAULT WAS THAT) VERY TACKY. I 
THINK YOU OWE ME A LOT MORE 
IN RETURN. I'M SURE YOU CAN 
COME UP WITH SOMETHING 
MAYBE EVEN SOME OF THE 
THINGS YOU TOLD ME' LESUE 
(REMEMBER ME SKI)  
To my Ma pumpkin 
I'm   lootun'   torwerd  lo  a  fantaabc 
Iksfcmsin weekend with you. I Love 
You. Your Diamond Women  
TO MY UTTLE LAURA GRAY SO 
GLAD TO HAVE YOU AS MY LITTLE! 
TM SO PROUD' GAMMA PHI LOVE. 
BIO CAROL  
To the ATO vosevbel locks. Are you 
reedy, ere you peyched. Jut* one 
more day vrl piss Wt have takti In 
you. our team, we know you I reefy 
kick —11' Good luck guys, you're- 
greet' Love your coaches, Dana and 
Laura-  
To the gang: Sam B happy hours 
started It off right and It ended with 
personal deoorebone that were out ol 
sight  It wsa the beet Birthday aver. 
Thanks Love. Cmdy 8.  
Tracery. What dk) I do to deserve 
such a fertile BIG? KD Love A MM! 
LTUaa  
Trick or Treat, the Deks are sweet 
The cider a sr>*ed end wa'l be 
psyched to have a ghoetty-good-time 
at the OZ-Ooli Htatoween Tee 
T-ehlri slat tcretnlfig. N your not 
getting your shirts from JEANS N' 
THINGS -your probebly paying too 
much!! Jaena N' Things, 53t Ridge 
81  
Happy Houri 7:*0-11:00 P.M. 
Draft A Well Drtnki 
 Mean St U2-1701  
With tor less si 
THE WASH HOUSE 240 NMewl 
WENOY "ALEX" ELY 
HAVE A GREAT DAY!! 
HOD WI SAY M08E7I 
Ware teBng no lea 
The Phi Psi's vrl rise 
To a I si piece journey 
At the D Z voseyoe* toumeyi 
Love, your coochot Karen and Matty 
WFAL 
Halloween Bash 
At Main Street 
Sunday Oct 31 
 8 ptrretoaarig 
WFAL 
Trick or Treat 
 with Main Street  
What are you doing Hatoween night, 
Sunday, Oct 31? Come aae the epic 
tnrxssr ot al tana. "rTlANiaSNSTEIN'', 
remade by the "bizarre" mexj ot Andy 
Warhol   Al proceeds go lo Project 
PUSH  
WHO'S THE BEST???? 
THE PI KAPPA PHIS 
WE LOVE YOU. CHERI t BETH 
WANTED 
Affluent suburban Cleveland cou- 
ple, lovely home, wish to adopt new- 
bom Caucasian baby. Al expenses 
patd. Strictest confidence (216) 
382-2703 evenings a weekends 
BLACK SWAMP MAGAZINE a) 
lookmg for writers of investigative 
pieces on issues relevant to NW 
Ohio. Humorous how-to's. unique 
personal expenencee oPotnera. inter- 
views with lacnumg NW. Ohio char- 
scters and mdepth sports and cultural 
articles specrficaey taaored lor s meg 
azett eudktnce DeexCrx* for stories 
tor the December issue are to be 
fumed into me Block Swamp maabox 
ii the School of Journassm. 103 
Ureveratty Hal by November 3 
Desperalely need femele roommate 
dean apartment Rent negotiable 10 
mm Irom campus   SI 13 50 monthly 
Cal Kim 384-1967  
F Roommate Wanted 
Spring Sam.. S400/Semester A UM- 
hes CM 352-3928  
Male rmte needed to share large 
house at 130 Troop SI Jl 10 mo A 
utl Aval.Nov   1   Getting married and 
mualmove  352-7351.  
2 Femele Roommates needed Spring 
Semester Close to Campus. 2nd and 
High Cal Erica at 362-4062 
2 students needed lor 5 bdrm  he*. 
Spr Sem. 319 Ptie  1-287-3341 
HELP WANTED 
ELECTRICIANS 
APPRENTICESHIP 
OPPORTUNITY 
(Man A Women) 
The Toledo Joint Electrxaens' Ap-I 
preneeesjfap and Training Commitiea 
vrl be occopttrxj appscatlona lor 
approrrfcxtehlp from October 4 
1962 through November 5. 19S2 
AppeceOone w* be svaeabie al Local 
Union «8 Meeting Hal. 807 Ume City 
Rd. Roaeford, Oreo (next to Inter 
stale Lanes) at 10 00 am. Monday! 
through Friday If you are between 
18 and 26 (inclusive) yean ol eg*. 
(up to 30 for auetlying veterans), 
heve al leaal s 10th grade eoucatlon. 
have a math and science background 
and are In good physical and mental 
condMon, you quarty lo apply lor sard 
program YOU MUST APPLY IN PER- 
SON.  An   Equal   Opportunity  Em- 
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/yeer 
round Europe. S. Amer . Australia, 
Asia All Fields S500-S1200 
monlhry Sightseeing Free info 
Write UC Box 52-OH3 Corone Del 
Mar. CA 92625 
FOR RENT 
Apt to sublet spring sem One bed- 
room In Campus Manor Great Loca- 
tion for Winter S300/mo plus mil 
Cable TV. Cal Ann 352-0083 
Large, extractive bdrm. in hkttoric 
house available 2nd semester 352 
6860 
Leaning lor 2nd Semester 
1 or 2 bdrm opts . turn  or urrfum 
S190 or S220/mo   PerxHeton Man-| 
agement  352-2276 M 6pm   352 
0232 or 352-6992 eves 
Towne House Apartments 
2 bedroom-furn-unturn 
long a short losses 
$225 00 and up 
Rentals. B-7. 353-5891 
You owe It to yourself to check out 
Mid Am Manor A Charles Tower Apis 
cat 362-4380 Sun-Thura 10 30 
2 30 352-7361 Mon-Fri SOD 
8 00 pm.  
1 A 2 Bedroom Apia Available 352 
3841 11 00 3 00 pm or 354.1120| 
after 3.00 pm 
2 bedroom turn   apt   Heat, water 
Cable TV paid . parking lot. laundry! 
tacsites.    S285/mo.   One   opening 
now. atao several Spring Semester 
oparanga Cat 352 7182 
Cozy, unique A reasonable - th* 
attractive 1 bedroom apt is1 Cal 
352-6860 
Tan windows in the Irving snd dtftng 
area Make this carpeted, spacious 
two bedroom apt. aght and cheerful 
Convervenl location Cal 352-8860 
Hibernete in this large, turn, rustic 
two bdrm with ax 6" Insulation m tow 
ceang-help coraerve your partial 
etec bet. Other util. xicajd. xi rent 
Cal 352 6860 
Forest Apartments. Reasonsbio 
rates John Newlove Real Eatale 
354 2260 or 352-6553 
STUDENTS A FACULTY 
We slil have eome nice apertmenti 
available   Give us a cal for ail your 
housxig   need!    NEWLOVE   MAN 
AGEMENT   336 S   Main 352-5820 
1 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS 
NICE AREA AVAIL IMMED CALL 
DAVID. 3823110 
Tired of roommates? Enjoy 
quiet m our luty turnamed ttudto tot 
sign up now lor 2nd aemeeter of sake 
advantage ol our Fal specieiG1 Char 
ing Croat Apis 1017 S Main St. 
3520590 
ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZIE 
FOR SALE 
'74 VW Super BEETLE. California 
car,   Stero/ceeaatla  system,   good 
heat snd taree- call 217-4553. 
4  Season  BGSU  Hockey Tickets. 
e74-7«2t. Ask for Steve. 
Hert-Omege Ski*. Tyrola 260 bfnd- 
mga. Nordics size 10 1/2 M boots, 
poles, end goggles  $250 Cal 352 
4942. 
Great Lakes Bicycle Tours 
Scenic Michigan 
Free Brochure 
P.O. Box 34 
Sault, Mich. 49783 
o 
MUSICAL HALLOWEEN 
*5& TREAT GREETINGS 
^gfrSINGING GREETINGS 
Give US The Facts - We write and 
Sing the Songs! 
GROUPS OUR SPECIALTY! 
352-5441 
* 
ACROSS 
1 Bridge win 
5 Isolated rock 
9 Cowboy gear 
14 Ethnic dance 
15 Prefix in medicine 
16 Mink's kin 
17 Word with play 
or act 
18 Small thing 
19 Race signal 
20 Crests 
22 " rambling 
23 Distinctive 
flavors 
24 Items that won't 
wait 
27 Kind ol cat In 
"The Duel" 
30 Mirror backing 
31 Styptic 
32 Conceit 
35 Highlander's hat 
38 Army cap 
40 Circle part 
41 Public storehouse 
43 Poker call 
44 Play the market 
47 Sweet treats 
48 Pierre's girl 
49 Gossip 
51 Self I gadget, In 
H.G.Weils book 
THE DAILY CROSSWORD PGZZLE 
55 Blcyd. ,1 — transit...     *1982 L°S An°e,eS Ti™8 S*ndiCa,e 
56 Till 29 One of the 
57 Treat tor a Stooges 
squirrel 26 German article 
61 Goddess of peace    27 Hacks 
62 Like some rain 28 Aweather's 
64 Russian mountain opposite 
range 29 Entice 
65 Alumni 33 Was concerned 
66 Prying 34 Galena, for 
67 Ranger's arena example 
68 Halls, in Havana 35 Tijuana serving 
69 Paid admissions 36 Mimlcker 
70 Adore (with "on") 37 Army hall 
39 Everlasting 
42 Record of Ins and 
outs 
45 Margosa tree 
46 Three, n some 
DOWN words 
1 Go to market 48 Actress 
2 Tennis score Plummet 
3 Phone code 50 Mental of the 
4 Dilly-dally movies 
5 Ems, for one 51 Earth 
6 Slick chick 52 Visionary 
7 Savor 53 Kind ot bean or 
8 Sentimental butter 
people 54 Burglary 
9 Went too slowly 55 Farmer'a concern 
10 Procure 58 Spanish stew 
11 Market sight 59 Rave's associate 
12 Suit material 60 Victory goddess 
13 Leftovers 63 Change color 
f 
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CABARET CAST AUDITIONS 
Nov. 1 8-11PM 
Fill out application prior to audition 
See ya at the Sidedoor, Monday! 
v& 
paV$°r   MONSTERGRAMS 
ONLY $1.00 for a 6 foot message 
of YOUR CHOICE 
HELLO DOLLY 
I    Location: Theatre trip Nov. 21 
$21.00 include: 
tickets & transportation '< 
Toledo Masonic 
"Sign up in the UAO office" 
» "
,M
"■"*> 
Halloween III is less than spook-tacular entertainment. Page/2 
'For Colored Girls' explores women's roles. Page/3 
Heroe-worship between the pages: the Comic Shop. Page/6 
w. Leisure • the Arts • Entertainment EEKENDER 
iMagazinel 
The Art of Blowing It 
A teacher on campus is into the age old art of 
glass-blowing. Martha Williams demonstrates 
the workmanship of her craft 
Page/4 
■ Entertainment I 
<*.S+X 
Ski Steamboat Spring Colorado 
A WILD WEST 
WEEKEND 
JAN. 1-JAN. 9 
Jl ONLY $366.00 
^ ALL INTERESTED PEOPLE 
MEETING NOV. 9th 
8:30 070 OVERMAN 
* 
* 
* 
ft 
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Milton1 
on main 
Your ticket stub from the 
following events will entitle 
you to one order of 
appetizers FREE 
Whose Life Is It Anyway 
Moonlight Madness Mixer 
Halloween II 
Hockey vs. Michigan 
The Menaechmi 
Kobacker Hall Opera 
Hockey vs. Illinois 
Neighbors 
Football vs. Kent State 
Marks Duo 
Bryan Chamber Series 
Faina Lushtak 
Ivan Hammond 
Cornucopia 
Mr. Smith Goes to Wasington 
REC your Parents 
(JAO Sidfdoor Fntertainment 
WE HAPPILY SERVE 19 YR. OLDS 
OFFER GOOD SFVEN DAYS A WEEK 
354-1232 
Offer Valid Only During Normal     Kitchen Hours 
* 
t 
t 
* 
t 
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PI KAPPA PHI AND UAO 
Presents ANDY WARHOL'S 
FRANKENSTEIN 
Sunday, 31 
Halloween Night 
210 Math Science 
shows at 
9:00 & 11:00 
Don't miss the "sexiest and goriest" flick ever 
1st event of "P.U.S.H. WEEK '82"     j 
Joel hides new sound 
with 'Nylon Curtain' 
by Larry Harris 
Billy Joel has taken a big risk with his 
new release. In it. he tries a new brand of 
music and tempts his fans by hiding it 
behind "The Nylon Curtain". 
Like Joel's later albums ("Glass 
Houses", "Stranger", "52nd Street"), it 
is very formulaic and very listenable. 
There is never a dull moment. Joel 
attacks from all sides with wit, clever- 
ness, anger, and as always, the Italian 
influence is present. 
His latest gimmick could be called 
music for the middle class. With songs 
like "Allentown" describing life in a 
deteriorating city and "A Room of Our 
Own" with lines like "You've got the 
day shift, I've got nights", he portrays 
himself as a victim of suburbia. 
"Goodnight Saigon", complete with 
simulated helicopter effects. Is remlnes- 
cent of the 60's protest tune, but is a 
little late In its arrival. It would have 
been excellent on the "Apocalypse 
Now" soundtrack. Still, its sincerity 
pulls it through, and could become 
Joel's next hit single. 
Traces of the British invasion can be 
heard on many of the songs. The 
Beatles' "Mean Mr. Mustard" and 
ELO's "Telephone Line" are obviously 
Influential "m Joel's "Laura." "Pres- 
sure" Is dominated by music character- 
istic of the Police and Genesis. 
Joel's biggest mistake could be the 
absence of the love ballads that have 
become his trademark. There are no 
"Just the Way You Are"s or "She's Got 
a Way"s on this one. His ability as a 
musician stands alone, but It Is good 
enough to make "The Nylon Curtain" 
worth purchasing. 
Raring - 7 on a scale of 10. 
'Halloween 3' bloody, 
bothersome, boo-ring 
by Dennis Murray 
"Halloween III: Season of the 
Witch," currently scaring movie- 
goers throughout the country, is not a 
direct sequel to "Halloween II,"but 
rather an entirely separate film and a 
welcome departure from the first two. 
According to producer Debra Hill, 
"Halloween HF is not a "stalk and 
stash" film. British screenwriter Ni- 
gel Kneale has fashioned this science 
fiction thriller as a diversion from the 
current wave of what has become 
known as "splatter films." 
Actor Tom Atkins portrays the be- 
nevolent hero Dr. Challis. Atkins de- 
scribes the creations of makeup artist 
Tom Burman as "more bizarre than 
gross."I am not sure I can whole- 
heartedly agree with Atkins. After an 
elderly man was decapitated by two 
computer-controlled assassins. I 
overheard a lot of people gasp, ''Oh. 
how gross!" while few uttered 
calmly, "Hey, that's quite bizarre." 
The whole film is a series of mur- 
ders, performed to keep the horrible 
secret of the Silver Shamrock Toy 
Company from seeping out. Shrouded 
under the innocence of a small, north- 
ern California town called Santa 
Mira, evil Mr. Cochran and the auto- 
mated workers he has created plan to 
send Halloween back to its horrific, 
2,000-year old origin. 
Working with a budget of $2.5 mil- 
lion, director Tommy Lee Wallace 
has carefully crafted "Halloween U" 
to set up a possible series of "Hallow- 
een" films along the lines of "The 
Twilight Zone." The movies will not 
have to be linked by anything in prior 
films. They will be independent of 
each other, unlike "Halloween" and 
"Halloween II." The masked, slash- 
ing psychotic killer of the first two 
films, (who would have probably kept 
stalking even after swallowing seven 
hand grenades), has been finally laid 
to rest. 
That maniac audiences loved to 
hate has been replaced by a group of 
stone-faced assassins who delight in 
driving their fingers or a Black and 
Decker power drill into peoples' 
heads. 
Scenes from "Halloween III: The 
Season of the Witch" will certainly 
shock moviegoers, but, unlike the 
first two entries, the film as a whole 
will not have them looking over their 
shoulders during a long, solitary walk 
home. 
Annual 
IALLOWEEN BLAST 
I SATURDAY OCTOBER 30th" | 
NO COVER WITH COSTUME 
• PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUMES! 
VI III 
$25.OO FIRST PRIZE 
free popcorn 
/ 
» » 
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Women search for rainbows 
"For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow is Emrf" is a rather serious tide lor a rather serious 
play. 
Ntozake Shange's choreopoem examines the lives ol women through stories told by seven main characters. Each character 
depicts a specific aspect ol hie and is represented by a color. No names are used, only references to the colors: the Lady in 
Purple, the Lady in Red. 
For the women portraying the various characters, the play means different things. Each has her won interpretation and 
understanding of not only her character, but the rok of women in society. 
We've featured four of the actresses and their individual reflections on the production. The capsules below begin with a line 
from the play that the women think summarizes their character. All lines are written by Ntoiake Shange and are taken from the 
play, copyright 1977. 
my love is loo delicate 
Sandy Stevens, the Lady in 
Yellow 
Sandy Stevens is as vibrant and 
alive as the character she portrays. 
She is also the woman most like her 
character. 
"She's a lot like me. She's vi- 
brant, exciteable, alive, loves life 
and loves people. She's a forgiving 
person, even if she's been hurt over 
and over again," Stevens said. 
The Lady in Yellow represents 
youthfulness, according to Stevens 
who cites the speech her character 
makes about graduation day as an 
example. 
"That's the night everybody 
thinks they're reaching adulthood, 
like magic or something," she said. 
Stevens sees the play as a cry for 
equality. The women in the play are 
saying "look at us. We don't like 
being separate because of our gen- 
der," she said. The play centers 
around the pain and suffering devel- 
oped because of that attitude she 
added. 
The title accurately depicts this 
idea, Stevens said. 
"At the beginning of the play, the 
characters are practically on the 
verge of suicide. They're looking for 
something that was in themselves all 
along," she explained. 
In the end, she continued, "it 
doesn't matter what color you are, 
the lessons are the same. It still 
applies." 
Stevens said relating the interpre- 
tation of the play could be a prob- 
lem. She had a difficult time 
understanding it herself and was 
concerned the audience might also. 
"It's such a deep play. Her life 
(Shange) is so enriched. She knows a 
little bit of everything. Not everyone 
has had those opportunities," Ste- 
vens said. 
"There's a lot to be learned from 
this play. It speaks for everyone, not 
just black women and not just 
women. We can learn a lot about 
ourselves and our relationships 
from what Shange is saying," Ste- 
vens said. 
somebody almost walked off wid 
alia my stuff 
not my poems or a dance i gave 
up in the street 
but somebody almost walked off 
wid alia my stuff 
Tracey McCorry, the Lady in 
Green 
The "stuff" in the above lines are 
what makes the Lady in Green 
different from the other characters. 
She represents strength and internal 
fortitude, according to Tracey Mc- 
Corry. 
"She's not afraid to tell people 
what she thinks of them. If she's 
upset or hurt, she'll let you know," 
McCorry said. 
In that respect, McCorry shares a 
lot with her character she said. 
"When I get angry, i stamp or 
hit. During a rehearsal, I hit one of 
the characters. I wasn't supposed 
to, but I just got so angry. We left it 
in," McCorry said. 
The Lady in Green is sarcastic 
and very open she said. She can also 
be crude, a characteristic McCorry 
doesn't have. 
"There are some things she does 
that I would never dream of doing," 
she added. 
For McCorry, the play expresses 
what a black woman feels and the 
battles she has to fight. 
"The black woman is set aside in 
that she's looked upon in two roles; 
as a black and as a woman," she 
explained. "She's frightened. She's 
set aside from black men and white 
women. She's in a world all her 
own." 
McCorry added that these are 
feelings she has had to deal with. 
"I want to make black women see 
these things for themselves, just as I 
have," she said. 
The last scene is McCorry's favor- 
ite. It is the point in the play when 
the women realize that the answers 
they are seeking are inside them- 
selves. For McCorry, it's a very 
emotional scene. 
"It's the line that says: 'I found 
God in myself and I love Her 
fiercely'. It's the biggest message 
I've received," she said. 
"A production like this has been 
long needed on this campus. Stu- 
dents aren't exposed to events that 
are so cultural. It expands your 
awareness," she said. 
The play runs through Saturday in 
Joe E. Brown Theater. Perfor- 
mances begin at 8:00 p.m. 
after you put my heart in the 
bottom of yr shoe 
you just walked back to where 
you hurt 
& i didnt have nothin 
La Diedra Ballard, the 
Lady in Orange 
The Lady in Grange wants to be 
loved and she's tired of men "play- 
ing tic-tac-toe with her heart," La 
Diedra Ballard explained, adding 
her character represents women who 
have been broken-hearted. 
"I can really understand what 
she's saying. I've been there myself, 
I think everyone has. All women 
have met men that haven't loved 
them," Ballard said. 
She compares her character with 
the Lady in Brown. The Lady in 
Brown is not able to grow up and 
the Lady in Yellow has not been 
able to be loved the way she wants 
and deserves to be, Ballard said. 
"Women in general have had it so 
hard, with all the things they have 
had to go through. I think this play 
shows that," she said. 
Like Mohr, she thinks the play is 
specifically about black women, but 
said everyone should see it in order 
to understand a lot of the "trials 
and tribulations" women experi- 
ence. 
Ballard isn't worried about allie- 
nating the audience and is confident 
that men will understand and appre- 
ciate the play, too. 
"It's really about people in gen- 
eral," she said. 
Although she hasn't personally 
experienced a lot of what the play is 
saying, she said it has made her stop 
and take time to think about it 
happening to her. 
Ballard was uncomfortable with 
the character at first, especially in 
the first act when the Lady in 
Orange refers to sex, she said. After 
yalking with her mother, she de- 
cided she had to let herself go. 
"That's not me up there saying 
those things, that's just the charac- 
ter,"she said. 
Ballard views the play as a good 
opportunity for people to under- 
stand black women. 
"It shows the black woman as 
being herself. It lets people know 
who she is-her thoughts and her 
desires," she added. 
dark phases of womanhood 
of never having been a child 
Renee   Mohr,   the   Lady   in 
Brown 
To Renee Mohr, the Lady in 
Brown is a woman torn between 
needing to understand her child- 
hood and having to live as an adult. 
She had to grow up too fast. 
"She's emotionally frustrated. 
She was rushed into womanhood, 
that's why she invents the character 
of Toussaint," Mohr said. 
Toussaint is the little girl trapped 
inside the woman. The Lady in 
Brown has a vivid imagination, 
according to Mohr. 
"Her imagination gives her the 
freedom to enjoy what she normally 
wouldn't." she added. "It's her 
escape from reality." 
The Lady in Brown opens the 
play, setting its tone and introduc- 
ing the audience to the problems the 
characters will react to. The women 
are on the verge of suicide, Mohr 
said. 
Mohr thinks the play's characters 
represent seven different ap- 
proaches to a problem, the struggle 
of women; particularly black 
women. It shows the problems 
women have with men, how they're 
raised and the way they learn they 
are socialized. 
Describing her childhood as 
pleasant, Mohr said she couldn't 
relate too well with her character. 
Everyone has emotional highs and 
lows, she said, sad moments and 
disappointments, but she has never 
experienced the serious problems 
her character goes through. 
"The most important thing about 
the play is the end. In the beginning, 
there are seven women trying to 
survive through everything and be 
somebody. At the end, they come 
out as one. They come together as 
one," Mohr said. 
Story by Joane Veto 
Photos by Patrick Sandor 
■Arts! 
The Art 
Blowing It 
When Brian Sipe threw an interception in the end zone against the Oakland 
Raiders in the 1981 playoff game everyone said he blew it. When Mighty 
Casey struck out everyone in Mudsville said he blew it. And when Richard 
Nixon resigned from office everyone knew he blew it. When Martha Williams 
blows it, people call it art. 
She lies the bandana around her forehead and 
removes her sunglasses from their protective case. 
As she walks toward the hot furnace and adjusts 
her glasses, Martha Williams is now ready to begin 
her next glass blowing project. 
The stainless steel blow pipes are arranged 
under the glory oven like fire irons beneath hot 
coals. Williams, a veteran three year glass blower, 
chooses her pipe without any hesitation. 
The already warmed pipe is placed into the 
opening of the 2400 degree fahrenheit furnace, 
where Williams collects enough of the hot, clear, 
liquid glass to form the beginning of the "stopper 
bottle" she is to make. 
She moves over to a metal table and begins to 
gently roll the pipe back and forth to form the 
glass into a cyclinder-like shape. With this com- 
pleted, she adds color chips and starts the process 
again with each addition of color. 
Once the desired colors have been applied and 
rolled to shape, she raises the pipe to her mouth 
and with the carefulness of a flute player, lightly 
blows into the pipe while gently twirling it with her 
hands to keep the shape even. 
As she blows into the pipe it slowly expands, 
like a balloon being inflated. After a slight 
increase in shape, she returns to the furnace to 
reheat the glass into a more pliable form. She 
continues the process until the glass has taken on 
the desired shape. 
Williams guides the shape of the glass with the 
tools lining the right  side of her bench.  The 
oversized tweezers, air compressor, torch and files 
bring about the affect she desires. 
To achieve the roundness of the vase-like 
subject, she uses wet wooden molds kept in 
buckets of water next to her bench. With one hand 
holding the mold and the other spinning the pipe, 
the round shape begins to take form. 
With the multiple colors swirled about the glass, 
Williams adds drops of color to the outside too, 
creating a bumpy surface design. 
When the "stopper bottle" is completed, it 
must be transferred to another pipe so Williams 
can work on the opening. This is done by placing a 
dab of hot glass on the end of another pipe and 
then connecting it to the bottom of the original. 
The original is then cut away from the first pipe 
and the opening is left exposed. 
Tweezers help round out the opening, while the 
flat wooden form is used to make it even. 
After this is done, it is time to completely release 
the glass form the pipe. A file is used to cut the 
glass and a quick rap of the pipe is enough to 
make the glass fall off. 
The object is then placed into the annealing 
oven where it slowly cools down from 1000 
degrees fahrenheit to room temperature. Inproper 
cooling can result in breakage, so caution must be 
exercised, Williams said. 
The clinking of the remainder of glass on the 
pipe as it breaks away in water completes the 
process of this glass blowing project. The pipe is 
placed in an umbrella-type rack ready for the next 
student. 
Story and Photos by Liz Kelly 

■ Leisure! 
Stereo wars rock house 
by Joane Veto 
I like my roommates, but they don't 
like my stereo. 
That's not exactly true. They like my 
stereo. It's my taste in music they could 
do without. 
I first started getting suspicious when, 
after only two days Into the semester, 
my roommate Carla asked me not to 
wake up to WIOT any earlier than 9:30 
In the morning. This gave her an hour 
headstart to make sure she was gone 
before Buck McWilliams and Chris 
O'Connor got into full swing.      . 
Now, there are a lot of things I'd do 
for my roommates: type papers, proof- 
read class projects, go the store. I also 
think I'm pretty easy to live with. I don't 
leave my clothes scattered around the 
living room. I always do the dishes when 
it's my day and I never spend more than 
a half hour on the phone at any one 
time. 
But, even I have my limits. I have to 
draw the line when it comes to my 
stereo. 
I know it's something you don't nor- 
mally think about when looking for a 
roommate. Everyone is more concerned 
about whether you smoke or not and 
what your "slob potential" is. I think I 
should have made it my business to find 
out musical tastes. 
I don't think I have "weird taste" as 
my roommates describe it. I lust seem to 
enjoy hard rock and ah occassional new 
W/hen she asked me two 
days later not to play F*ink 
Floyd's "animals" because it 
sent chills up her mellow- 
orinted spine, I thought it 
could be a small problem. 
wave album every now and then. Just 
because I don't listen to Olivia Newton- 
John or Hall and Oates doesn't make 
me a bad person. Certainly not a bad 
roommate. 
Actually, I have to admit that it's not 
my taste in music that concerns my 
roommates as much as It Is when I 
indulge those tastes. And perhaps at 
what decibel. 
Rock should be played loudly. I don't 
mean so loud that the plaster starts 
flying off the ceiling, but loud enough to 
truly enjoy and appreciate what the 
performers are trying to do. Unfortu- 
nately, this is not a sentiment shared by 
my roommates. 
It doesn't take me long to each on. 
When I overheard one roommate saying 
she thought Jim Morrisonsounded as if 
he was In pain. I knew there could be a 
small disagreement regarding music cri- 
tiques. 
Barb is a down-to-earthperson. She's 
easy-going and likes watching TV as 
much as I like listening to the stereo. So, 
I moved the stereo up to the second floor 
of our house. The two floors are sepa- 
rated by a door and If she closes her 
bedroom door on the first floor and I 
close the upstairs door, everything runs 
smoothly. 
Usually. 
One day as I was listening to my 
favorite Neil Young album. "Rust Never 
Sleeps." Barb asked me to turn it down. 
No problem. When she asked me two 
days later not to play Pink Floyd's 
"Animals" because It sent chills up her 
mellow-oriented spine, I thought it could 
be a small problem. 
Living with roommates is a give and 
take relationship. Everyone has to make 
compromises and little sacrifices in or- 
der to accomodate the others. I'm not 
entirely heartless when it comes to these 
matters. 
Diane started her student teaching at 
Genoa two weeks ago. So. we made a 
deal. I wouldn't play the stereo after 
11:00 at night and she wouldn't list 
records she would rather not hear. (Oc- 
cassional ly I do listen past the 1 IKK) 
p.m. deadline, but very softly. I don't 
think I'm fooling her.) 
I have also made a pact with Laura. If 
she promises not to change the dial on 
the stereo, I'll only play Led Zeppelin 
and AC/DC when she's not at home. 
Ithought this was rather hospitable of 
me. 
When I'm at home alone, which Is 
seldom when you consider the fact that 
there are five us snuggled under one 
roof, anything goes. 
My roommates do try their best to put 
up with me. They know when I get that 
ferocious look in my eyes and my palms 
start to sweat. It's time to dear out of the 
house. Reminds me a little of Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde, if you know what I mean. 
Mild-mannered roommate turns vicious 
when deprived of her dally music fix. 
I'm -.fiaid I've painteda rather nasty 
little picture of "life with Joanne." In all 
honesty, this is Justa slight exaggera- 
tion. As a mater of fact, I recently 
overheard my roommates collecting 
money for what I hope Is a new trend in 
gift-giving. 
. I believe  I'm  getting earphones for 
Halloween. 
Comic Shop is (Marvel)ous 
by Karen Sandstrom 
Get serious. A store that sells only 
comic books? 
The place is called the Comic Shop, 
and yes, it caters to the comic connois- 
seur, the Conan collector, the X-men 
aficionado,  the well, you get the 
picture. 
The owner Is a soft-spoken, ex-el- 
ementary schoolteacher by the name of 
Nick Machdnskl. Although he spends 
hours alone In the tiny shop on West 
Wooster, he's got his inventory to do, 
plus a hearty crop of enthusiastic cus- 
tomers to tend to and his funk-music 
tapes tinning away under the counter. 
"It's out! It's out!" shouts one of the 
aforementioned enthusiastic customers. 
She shrieks for Joy over the latest re- 
lease of Marvel's "X-Men" comic, 
whose appearance to her means some- 
thing comparable to this week's episode 
of "Dynasty" to others. 
Meanwhile, as the mild-mannered 
storekeeper looks over his paperwork, 
an equally unassuming character, ban- 
danna-ed and bespectacled, lurks in the 
comer, pouring over the latest issue of— 
 EEK-Gaspt!! Dr. STRANGE!!! 
You may be wondering how anyone 
can make a living selling comic books. 
The woman-and she was definitely a 
woman, not a 12-year-old girl-who went 
berserk over "X-men" explains It this 
way. 
"Everyone has his own form of escap- 
ism. This is mine." 
Aha! So that makes Nick Machdnski 
Just another "dealer" supplying a "fix" 
for his "Junkies," right? If so, it may be 
one of the oldest and most wholesome 
forms of escape around. 
Machdnski himsdf has been reading 
comics since he was a kid, and says the 
first Superman books came out in 1938. 
Even Conan the Barbarian has been 
around since the 1920s, according to 
Machdnski, when many of the tradi- 
tional strips appeared In "pulps." 
(Machdnski likens these to paperbacks 
of earlier days. 
Minutes later, the "X-Men" woman 
returns, claiming to have "made a mis- 
take." Hal A likely story. But no. 
she... puHs out one of her Just-bought 
Items and realizes that she ALREADY 
HAS THIS ISSUE!!! Alas, the mild- 
mannered shopkeep. chain smoking his 
Golden Light 100's. aids the damsel In 
distress, and she makes an exchange. 
Aside from owning the Bowling Green 
shop, which is open only on Mondays 
and Tuesdays, Machdnski owns a shop 
in Toledo where he carries back issues 
(collectors editions) of the old books. 
But Just what qualifies a person to run a 
store of this type? 
"You should be a collector 
first."Machdnski says. And although 
being an expert on Superman and Bat- 
man (the shopkeep's old time favorites) 
may be essential, a comic book store 
owner may have to acquaint himself 
see Comic Shop page 7 
BLACK SWAMP 
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Is looking for writers of: 
* Investegative pieces on issues relevant to N.W. Ohio. 
" Humorous how-to's. 
* Unique personal experiences with others. 
* Interviews with f acinating N.W. Ohio characters. 
* Indepth sports articles. 
'Cultural articles. 
Deadline for the December issue is November 3. Stories should 
be turned Into the Black Swamp mailbox in the School of 
Journalism. 103 University Hall. 
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■ Entertainment! 
Beermans' shine with 
Variety musical show 
by June Remtey 
When I first heard about the husband- 
and-wile musical act at the University, I 
visualized the "Lawrence Welk Show," 
complete with champagne bubbles and 
orchestra. I couldn't have been more 
wrong. 
Burton and Celeste Beerman perform 
both together and separately in their 
respective roles as clarinetist and 
dancer. 
Burton Beerman, a professor in the 
College of Musical Arts, also composes 
what he calls "art musk," constructed 
of different elements, such as Jazz and 
Japanese haiku. One such composition, 
titled "Moments of 1977," won the 
Ohioan New Music Award for 1982. 
The Beermans will give a University 
concert November 17 as a "warm-up" 
for their eight-month tour, scheduled to 
begin spring semester. 
Travelling across the country in a 
motor home with a busy performing 
schedule sounds difficult. However, 
Mrs. Beerman said she can concentrate 
more on performances. "The momen- 
tum is always there," she explained. 
The Beermans said they will keep 
travel expenses low to try to hold down 
their fees at the colleges they visit. "We 
want to reach as many schools as possi- 
ble," Dr. Beerman said. 
The Beermans function as their own 
agents, making theii workload that 
much heavier. "Solo recitals are usually 
done with agents," Dr. Beerman said. 
Organization and paperwork is done by 
Dr. Beerman. Mrs. Beerman handles 
public relations. 
The couple have been performing 
together for a long time, according to 
Mrs. Beerman. "But in the dance world, 
it's just becoming vogue-lsh to have the 
musician on stage." Dancers usually 
perform to taped or "plastic" music, she 
added. 
The couple will perform  Dr. Beer- 
man's "Night Calls" together. The rou- 
tine is a "dialogue between the clarinet 
and dancer," Dr. Beerman said. The 
clarinetist plays a series of notes and Is 
"answered" by the dancer. 
"Souvenirs De Nice" by F. Gerard 
Errante requires the performer to play 
two clarinets simultaneously and a pi- 
ano. Dr. Beerman said. According to Dr. 
Beerman, most musicians are only re- 
ady to perform such arrangements after 
six months of practice. 
Dr. Beerman composed his first sym- 
phony at the age of eight, during his 
years in the South. At twelve, he was 
paid $5 a song. Living In the South gave 
him "a kinship for rhythm, blues, gospel 
music, although I'm a conservatory- 
trained musician," he said. 
Dr. Beerman named Janis Joplin as a 
favorite musician, and said he also 
listens to many kinds of music, including 
classical. He described "bubble- 
gum"music as "trip" music. "It shuts 
off your mind," he said. 
As a dancer. Mrs. Beerman enjoys 
disco dancing to relax and build endur- 
ance. While she looks the part of a 
dancer. It's hard to Imagine a small, 
slender woman like Mrs. Beerman run- 
ning three miles, climbing a flight of 
stairs ten times, and doing special calis- 
thenics for dancers, all in one day. But 
she does. She also lifts weights and 
attends rehearsal and her ballet class 
before performances. Mrs. Beerman 
says she has "a lot of energy." 
Her childhood ambition was to be an 
actress, but later she decided to combine 
drama and dance. 
The best part of a performance for the 
Beermans happens afterward, when 
someone who said "Oh weird" at the 
beginning, leaves appreciating the new 
experience. "You feel like you've 
touched someone," Dr. Beerman con- 
cluded. 
Comic Shop continued from page 6 
with a different kind of book. The under- 
ground comics. 
To the shopkeep's left is a rack of 
adult comic bookslabeled "under- 
ground." which means they aren't to be 
sold to children. These aren't the "Teen 
Titans" or the "Wolverines" or even the 
"Red Sonias" (a bewitching female bar 
barian who Machdnski says is "real 
mean" but nevertheless a herojthese are 
the comics that cater to the adult, some- 
times decaying, mind. 
"They're comic books," says the 
shopkeep, "but not traditional. They 
deal with violence, sex, drugs ...." An 
example of this frothy selection is the 
"Cocaine Comics," which depicts a 
cartooned snorter on the front. Enter- 
taining stuff, for those interested. 
Still, the customers of the day all seem 
more Interested in the fantasy world of 
the superheroes and barbarians. And 
speaking of customers, Machdnski says 
his average customer is 21 years old. not 
13. 
"Most of them (customersjcome in as 
soon as the new ones (comic books) 
come in," Machdnski says. This means 
that every Monday or Tuesday 
Machdnski has a crop of "regulars" 
come in, kick around a couple story 
lines, and dole out 60 cents per copy for 
the latest action in Superman or what- 
ever the favorite may be. And that 
seems to suit him just fine, because with 
the exception of maybe adding some 
backlssue stock, Machdnski says in five 
years he expects to be doing the same 
thing. 
At the sun shines on the quiet little 
store, the shopkeep's fearless tape deck 
clicks off. leaving only the menacing 
ping! of video noises from the store next 
door. Customers wander In and out, and 
the shopkeep's register rings the small 
but persistent totals. Will the shopkeep 
find truth, justice and happiness next to 
the world of video? In the next episode 
we'll explore the secret world of the 
unread people... 
The B6 News staffs 
wishes everyone a 
Bewitching Halloween 
Correction 
Milton's on Main is a 19-and-over bar, 
not a 21-and-over bar as the News 
reported in Wednesday's "Robot en- 
tertains local bar patrons" article. 
The expiration date on Thursday's 
Burger King "Buy a Whooper, get a 
Whooper free," coupon was omitted. 
The coupons do expire 10/31/82. 
The News regrets these errors. 
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FINE LINE 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 10PM-2AM 
HAPPY HOURS 4-6PM & 9-10PM 
o 
o 
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E BEAT 
OPENING NOV. 3 
Nov. 3 & 4   Wet shavers 
Nov. 5 Detroit's MUTANTS 
Nov. 6 URBATIONS/8-piece 
R & B rock from the 
Motor City 
Nov. 11 NRBQ 
3414 Sylvania between 
Secor & Monroe 
(419)475-4381 
HALLOWEEN 
yiSKATE 
,JP       OCTOBER 31 
wear a mask or costume 
skate for 50* 
Parents skate 
FREE 
FREE CIDER & DOUGHNUTS 
PUBLIC SKATING - SUNDAY 
3:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. & 8 p.m.-10 p.m. 
MCAT   *   LOT  •   LSAT 
GRE • BRE PSYCH • BRE HO • BNUT 
PUT • OCAT • MT • NUT 
SSH • KIT* SIT •IGHEVOBn •ACT 
TOER-MSW-MTl MED BOARDS WE 
ECFMi • HOI • RATl M BOARDS 
PODUmiY BOARDS • NURSM BOARDS 
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tOlEOO. OMO «MM 
OUTMDt N.T. STATE CALL TOLL FM6   NO-m-im 
PARENTS DAY! 
NOV. 6 
1:30 
l 
Get Your 
Tickets 
TODAY! 
&*****•*•****•***************************** 
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TTTriTA 
THE HUTCH** 
PET SHOP ™ 
one of the largest Pet Shops in Ohio 
HALLOWEEN SPECIALS: 
WEAR A COSTUME AND 
RECEIVE 20% OFF 
RETURN THIS AD AND RECEIVE 
10% OFF ALL PURCHASES. 
• Complete line of Freshwater tropicals 
and marine hje. 
• Large selection of Exotic Birds 
• Large inventory of Pel needs 
Special: 
Cockatiels $39.99 reg. $49.99 
Offei Expires 10/31/82 
UNDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
hours: high quality, low prices, 
Mon-Sat 11-8 p.m.       + ._       . 
sun. i2-5 p.m.       professional service 
NEXT TO RUDY'S HOT DOGS 
10JI S. Main 
352r*459 
Pulitzer Prize winning opera 
based on Arthur Miller's play about the Salem witch (rials 
RUCI 
By R4bcrt Wild 
PIOCTMHI b> UK BowMn* Or'.M < >i ..jThcaue . 
Qnefon Ntmk, music direow       A . .rf :jiu(wn, nap director 
'—.oibet 5, IM2 
i-pi:  Hob- -ker H»B, 
Moor. M    -al Aro Center 
rickets .«*U»We u the (toot 
ot by «UI«« i7MJl?l 
Adnkst SVUP 
Studenti .iKISr.Ciuran: SI.W 
Bo* office hours: 
Weekdays 10-2 
DO YOU NEED 
MONEY? 
Halloween Fund Raiser 
Jackson - Tolliver 
Scholarship Fund 
Saturday Oct. 30th 
10:PM. Grand Ballroom, Union 
COSTUME 
CONTEST 
1st Place - $35.00 
2nd Place - $15.00 
3rd Place - $10.00 
Sponsored by 
BSU Admission $1.50 at the door 
